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ABSTRACT

Complex systems attract many researchers from various scientific fields. Financial

markets are one of these widely studied complex systems. Statistical physics, which

was originally developed to study large systems, provides novel ideas and powerful

methods to analyze financial markets. The study of financial fluctuations character-

izes market behavior, and helps to better understand the underlying market mecha-

nism.

Our study focuses on volatility, a fundamental quantity to characterize financial

fluctuations. We examine equity data of the entire U.S. stock market during 2001 and

2002. To analyze the volatility time series, we develop a new approach, called return

interval analysis, which examines the time intervals between two successive volatilities

exceeding a given value threshold. We find that the return interval distribution

displays scaling over a wide range of thresholds. This scaling is valid for a range of

time windows, from one minute up to one day. Moreover, our results are similar for

commodities, interest rates, currencies, and for stocks of different countries. Further

analysis shows some systematic deviations from a scaling law, which we can attribute

to nonlinear correlations in the volatility time series. We also find a memory effect in

return intervals for different time scales, which is related to the long-term correlations

in the volatility.
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To further characterize the mechanism of price movement, we simulate the volatil-

ity time series using two different models, fractionally integrated generalized autore-

gressive conditional heteroscedasticity (FIGARCH) and fractional Brownian motion

(fBm), and test these models with the return interval analysis. We find that both

models can mimic time memory but only fBm shows scaling in the return interval

distribution.

In addition, we examine the volatility of daily opening to closing and of closing

to opening. We find that each volatility distribution has a power law tail. Using the

detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method, we show long-term auto-correlations

in these volatility time series. We also analyze return, the actual price changes of

stocks, and find that the returns over the two sessions are often anti-correlated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of Thesis

Financial markets, which facilitate the trading of huge amounts of financial assets

in a competitive global environment, are of great importance for the economy over

the whole world. The ups and downs in the market not only affect traders and

investors, but also influence the life of all of us. For instance, the present credit

crisis accompanies with turmoil in the financial markets, and causes huge losses for

many investors, initiating a worldwide recession. Moreover, significant risk can be

inherent not only in market crashes, but also in less hazardous fluctuations if they

are unexpected and investments are not well protected against them. Banks have

to properly estimate the risk of their investments and make provisions in order to

be able to withstand large fluctuations without going bankrupt. To reduce the risk

(“hedging”) or bet the chance (“speculation”) of investment, we need to understand

the underlying mechanisms of financial fluctuations, which are still an open question.

From a physicist’s point of view, financial markets are a typical complex system,

since a large number of participants with divergent anticipations and conflicting in-

terests are simultaneously present in the markets. Moreover, financial markets are

affected by external news, which is unexpected to a large degree for both in time

and in nature. On the other hand, the stochastic nature of a system arises from its
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complexity, from the fact that causes are diverse, that tiny perturbations might result

in large effects. Hence, financial markets offer ideal systems for studying complexity

and understanding stochastic behaviors.

Statistical physics deals with systems comprising a very large number of interact-

ing subunits, for which predicting the exact behavior of the individual subunit would

be impossible. Hence, one is limited to making statistical predictions regarding the

collective behavior of the subunits. Recently, it has come to be appreciated that many

such systems consisting of a large number of interacting subunits obey universal laws,

independent of the microscopic details. The finding, in physical systems, of universal

properties that do not depend on the specific form of the interactions gives rise to the

intriguing hypothesis that universal laws or behavior may also be present in economic

and social systems [1–5].

An often-expressed concern regarding the application of physics methods to the

social sciences is that physical laws are applied to systems with a very large number

of subunits (at the order of Avogadro’s number, 1023), while social systems comprise

a much smaller number of elements. Fortunately, due to the rapid development of

electronic trading and data storing in the last few decades, financial data bases have

become available with a huge number of data points (say 108, see Sec. 1.2 for some

examples), enabling physicists to analyze them as dynamic systems. The data size

becomes comparable to physical nano systems and the “thermodynamic limit” is

reached so that methods from statistical physics can be applied. It is worth noting

that there are only a small number of extremely large events even in very huge data

bases. To understand these devastating events, it is of great importance to find

laws describing the entire data set in order to approach extreme events by extensive

analysis on small fluctuations.

Two important conceptual advances towards universal laws are scaling and uni-

versality. A system obeys a scaling law if its relation is characterized by the same

functional form and exponent over a certain range of scales (“scale invariance”). The
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typical behavior for scaling is data collapse, all curves can be “collapsed” onto a sin-

gle curve, after a certain scale transformation on the measure. The general principles

of scale invariance used here have proved useful in interpreting a number of other

phenomena, ranging from elementary particle physics and galaxy structure to finance

[5–7]. At one time, many imagined that the “scale-free” phenomena are relevant only

to a fairly narrow slice of physical phenomena [8, 9]. However, the range of systems

that apparently display power law and scale-invariant correlations has increased dra-

matically in recent years, ranging from base pair correlations in noncoding DNA [10],

lung inflation [11] and interbeat intervals of the human heart [12] to complex sys-

tems involving large numbers of interacting subunits that display “free will,” such as

city growth [13], university research budgets [14], and even bird populations [15]. In

many of these diverse systems, the same scaling function exists for a significant range

which is remarkable, apparently suggesting the universality of laws. Moreover, many

systems share the same scaling functions and characteristic exponents and therefore

belong to one universality class. This connection provides the people a comprehensive

view over these diverse systems.

Scaling and universality are important properties of a data set describing the

global behavior of the probability distribution. This usually does not fully charac-

terize a sequence of data points, which also depends on the time organization of the

sequence. If it is uncorrelated, the data points are independent of each other and

the sequence is totally determined by the distribution. However, in most cases, the

records are correlated, and affect the order in the data set. This behavior is called

“memory”, as the data points “remember” previous values. Trivially the memory

decays with the time lag. The decay of memory, which could be characterized by the

auto-correlation function, may follow different types of function. One typical function

is exponential, and the existence of memory is described by a characteristic time scale.

The memory almost disappears at the scales above the characteristic time and thus

it only exists for a short-term. This kind of time series is called short-term correlated.
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Another typical function for the auto-correlation is a power law. In this case there is

no finite characteristic scale and the correlation exists for a much longer time. There-

fore it is called long-term correlated . Note that short-term memory always exists in a

long-term correlated time series. As for the study of financial markets, the temporal

structure in a time series is of great importance since it influences the performance of

any movement. Many studies show that price change (“return”) does not exhibit any

linear correlations extending over more than a couple of minutes, but their absolute

value, which is a measure of volatility, exhibits long-term correlations (see Ref. [1–4]

and references therein). This leads to long periods of high volatility as well as other

periods where the volatility is low (“volatility clustering”).

Extreme events do not only occur in economics, but also appear in very different

fields like climate or earthquakes. For instance, Gutenberg and Richter related huge

earthquakes to everyday tremors in one single power law curve [16, 17]. If one wants

to prepare for a dangerous earthquake, it might be less important to exactly know

how strong the next shock will be, but rather to know when a large shock will occur.

A good approach is to study the time (“return interval”) between two successive

shocks larger than a threshold above which a shock would damage a building [18–37].

This way one can gather information on the temporal structure of the fluctuations.

Recently Bunde et al. [18–22] studied the return intervals for climate records and

found that the long-term memory leads to a stretched exponential distribution and

clustering of extreme events. Analogous to earthquakes, we analyzed the return

interval for volatility of financial data, and found striking scaling in the distribution

and long-term memory in the time series [24–32].

1.2 Database Analyzed

One important reason that allows statistical physicists to explicitly study the

financial markets is the availability of huge amounts of financial data, due to the rapid

development of technology in past few decades. Below we list financial data sets that
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we analyzed, from stocks, indexes, currencies, and interest rates, to commodities.

Note that some databases are high-frequency and the sampling interval could be as

short as 1 second, others are recorded on a daily basis and the whole period could be

as long as 82 years.

• Trades and Quotes (TAQ).

This high-frequency database is for a 2-year period, from January 2, 2001 to De-

cember 31, 2002, totaling 500 trading days. It records all transactions (“tick”) of

all equities traded in the three major US stock exchanges, namely, (a) the New

York Stock Exchange (NYSE), (b) the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), and

(c) the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NAS-

DAQ). In total more than 1.2 × 104 stocks and 1.8 × 109 records are included.

From this database we extract the 500 component stocks for the Standard &

Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500) and 30 component stocks of the Dow Jones Indus-

trial Average index (DJIA). For a typical stock from these two indices, the data

set has 2.0 × 105 points with a sampling interval of 1 min. This database is

analyzed in most of sections.

• S&P 500 index.

This intraday index data set covers a 13-year period, from January 2, 1984 to

December 31, 1996, with a sampling interval of 10 min. The S&P 500 index,

which consists of 500 companies, is a benchmark of the U.S. stock market.

Totally, 1.3 × 105 data points are included.

• Yahoo! finance.

This historical daily database is obtained from website

http://finance.yahoo.com. It includes more than 1.9× 104 U.S, stocks from

NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ markets, and covers a 46-year period, from Jan-

uary 2, 1962, to December 31, 2007. In total this database has 3.2 × 107 data
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points. For a typical stock such as General Electric (GE), the data size is

1.1 × 104 points. This database is analyzed in Sec. 2.3.

• Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP).

This is also a historical daily database. It records all U.S. equities for a 82-

year period, from January 2, 1926 to December 31, 2007. In total, more than

2.5× 104 stocks from NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ markets are included. The

overall data size is 6.5×107 points. For the stock of GE, the data size is 2.2×104

points.

• Currency and interest rate.

We collected daily exchange rates of 35 other currencies to United States Dollar

(USD) and federal funds rate from website http://www.federalreserve.gov.

The beginning and ending dates are different for those records. A typical ex-

change rate, USD vs. Japanese Yen (JPY), starts from January 4, 1971 to

December 31, 2007. The USD/JPY rate has 1.0 × 104 points for the 37-year

period. Federal funds rate starts from July 1, 1954 to December 31, 2007, which

has 1.4 × 104 data points for the 54-year period.

• Oil and gold commodity.

We also collected the daily spot price of west Texas intermediate (WTI) crude oil

from website http://www.eia.doe.gov and the daily gold price (London P.M.)

from website http://www.onlygold.com. The oil price starts from December

30, 1985 to December 31, 2007, totally 5.0 × 103 points for the 22-year period.

The interval for gold prices is from January 2, 1985 to December 31, 2007, and

the number of data points is 5.0 × 103 for the 23-year period.
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1.3 Notations and Measurements of Fluctuation Fluctuations

1.3.1 Notations

In this subsection we describe those quantities that are widely-used in this disser-

tation. In the following xi and yi are two data sets, i = 1, ... N , and N is the size of

the data set.

• Mean value

〈x〉 ≡
N
∑

i=1

xi/N (1.1)

for variable x. 〈·〉 stands for the average.

• Standard deviation

σ(x) ≡
√

〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 (1.2)

for variable x. σ denotes the standard deviation and σ2 is the corresponding

variance.

• Probability density function (PDF) is denoted as P (x) for variable x.

• Conditional distribution is denoted as P (x|x0), which measures the distribution

conditional on that the previous value belongs to subset x0.

• Cumulative distribution function (CDF) is denoted asQ(x) for variable x, which

is the integral of P (x), i.e.,

Q(x) ≡
∫ ∞

x

P (x) dx. (1.3)

Note that Eq. (1.3) precisely is for the complementary cumulative distribution

function. In this dissertation we call it the cumulative distribution for simplicity.

• Auto-correlation function (ACF)

C(∆t) ≡ 〈xi xi+∆t〉 − 〈x〉2
σ(x)2

(1.4)

for variable x. Here ∆t is the time lag.
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• Cross-correlation (also called Pearson coefficient)

C(x, y) ≡ 〈x y〉 − 〈x〉 〈y〉
σ(x) σ(y)

. (1.5)

between variable x and y.

• Cross-correlation with time lag ∆t

C∆t(x, y) ≡
〈xi yi+∆t〉 − 〈x〉 〈y〉

σ(x) σ(y)
(1.6)

between two variable x and y. Note that Eq. (1.6) is the generalization of Eq.

(1.5). When ∆t = 0, Eq. (1.6) reduces to Eq. (1.5).

1.3.2 Definitions of Return and Volatility

One basic quantity to measure financial fluctuations is return R, which is defined

as the logarithmic price change,

R(t) ≡ ln

(

S(t+ ∆t)

S(t)

)

≈ S(t+ ∆t) − S(t)

S(t)
, (1.7)

where S(t) the price of stock or other financial assets at time t, and ∆t is the time

step. For small changes in S, the return is approximately the forward relative price

change, as shown in Eq. (1.7).

Another basic quantity for financial fluctuations is volatility R, which characterizes

the magnitude of fluctuations. For this purpose, volatility R is usually defined as the

absolute value of return, i.e.,

V (t) ≡ |R(t)| (1.8)

Note that the volatility is defined as the standard deviation of returns in many liter-

ature. However, Eq. (1.8) has one data point of volatility for every point of return,

which will give us a time series of volatility, not a few points of volatility, to analyze.

Therefore, in this dissertation we choose Eq. (1.8) as the volatility definition.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Illustration of return R time series. The data points are for typical

stock GE on October 18, 2002. (b) Intraday pattern A(s) for stock T, C, GE, IBM,

and the average over 30 DJIA stocks. The time s is the moment in one trading day,

while A(s) is the mean volatility over all trading days. Note that all curves have a

similar pattern, such as a pronounced peak after the market opens and a minimum

around noon (s ≃ 200 min).

The above definitions are widely-used for the daily equity data. However, the high-

frequency data is known to have intraday patterns [26], due to different behaviors

of traders at different periods during the trading day. For example, the market is

very active immediately after the opening [38], due to information arriving while

the market is closed. For example, we can see the return value is relative higher at

the beginning, compared to other moments in that trading day [Fig. 1.1(a)]. To

understand this tendency, we investigate the daily trend in the 30 component stocks

of the DJIA index. A direct way to measure the intraday pattern is the averaged

volatility, denoted as A(s), which is defined as

A(s) ≡
∑N

i=1 V
i(s)

N
, (1.9)
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which is the average at a specific moment s of the day averaged over allN trading days,

and V i(s) is the price change at time s in day i. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the intraday

pattern A(s) has similar “U” or “L” shape for the four stocks, namely, AT&T (T),

Citigroup (C), General Electric (GE), International Business Machine (IBM), and the

average over 30 DJIA stocks. The pattern is not uniformly distributed, exhibiting

a pronounced peak at the opening hours and a minimum around s = 200 min, that

may cause some artificial correlations. To avoid the effect of this daily oscillation, we

remove the intraday pattern by studying

V ′(t) ≡ V (t)/A(s). (1.10)

In order to compare different stocks, we define the normalized volatility v(t) by

dividing V ′(t) by its standard deviation,

v(t) ≡ V ′(t)

σ(V ′)
, (1.11)

Consequently, the normalized volatility v is in units of standard deviations.

In summary, for the daily data, we use V in Eq. (1.8) as the volatility definition;

for the intraday data, we use v in Eq. (1.11) as the definition but call normalized

volatility as volatility for simplicity.

1.3.3 Definition of Return Interval

In this dissertation we develop a new approach to analyze the volatility time

series. As we known, the volatility has a power-law tail in the distribution which

means their values are distributed in a wide range. However, compared to small

volatilities, these large volatilities are usually more important since they corresponds

to the big movement of the equity, implying a big gain or risk. To analyze them,

we can choose a volatility value as threshold q and only pick up volatilities that are

above q. According to this threshold, all these selected volatilities are large enough

to be counted. Therefore we call them “events”. From them we obtain the return
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interval , which is the time interval between consecutive events. By this definition, we

know return intervals are strongly related to the temporal structure in volatilities. In

other words, we can understand correlations in volatilities much further by studying

their return intervals. We also notice that there is only one free parameter for return

intervals, the threshold q. We use different q to examine events of different sizes. Note

that the volatility (as defined in Eq. (1.11)) is in units of standard deviation for the

intraday stock data. Thus the threshold q is also in units of the volatility standard

deviation in the following. As an example, we show the generation of return intervals

from volatilities of stock GE in Fig. 1.2.
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τ
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of volatility return intervals. The volatility is in units of its

standard deviation. The solid circles are volatility values of the GE stock on January

8, 2001. Return intervals τq=2 and τq=3 for two typical thresholds q are displayed.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The following part of this thesis is organized as below.

In Chapter 2, we first review the properties of returns and volatilities. Both returns
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and volatilities have power-law tails in the distribution. However, only volatilities have

long-term correlations in the time series. Then we perform a comprehensive study

of the two components of daily return and volatility–one covers the overnight session

and another covers the daytime sessions. We show that both of them have similar

features as the total one. Moreover, we find that the daytime component contributes

more to the total. Further, we find that a significant anti-correlation exists between

two the component returns.

In Chapter 3, we focus on the distribution of return intervals. A well-approximated

scaling behavior is found in these distributions, and the scaling function is found to

be well-approximated to the stretched exponential function. Remarkably, the scaling

is persistent for various stocks, markets, thresholds, and sampling intervals. We also

find that the stretched exponential scaling function is due to long-term correlations

in volatilities.

In Chapter 4, we further analyze the distribution of return intervals and find

a certain tendency to deviate from a pure scaling law. We study the moment of

return intervals and suggest a new measurement for multiscaling. Moreover, we find

that the multiscaling nature of return intervals is due to the non-linearity in volatility

correlations. Further, we study the relation between multiscaling and several essential

factors, which offers deep insights for understanding volatilities.

In Chapter 5, we study another interesting feature in return intervals, the memory

effect in three types of time scales, short-range, medium-range, and long-range. We

show a strong memory effects at all these three scales. We also find strong connection

between memory effects in return intervals and correlations in volatilities.

In Chapter 6, we simulate volatilities and therefore return intervals with two

classic models, FIGARCH and fractional Brownian motion (fBm). We find that both

models exhibit memory effects in return intervals. However, only fBm shows scaling

in return interval distributions. Moreover, we propose a new method to estimate the

risk, based on the striking scaling and memory features of return intervals.
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In the last, we describe the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method in Ap-

pendix A, two classic methods to fit power-law functions and a classic method for

goodness-of-fit in Appendix B.



Chapter 2

Returns and Volatilities

One basic measurement for changes in security prices, foreign exchange rates or

other market quantities is return, giving the relative price change in a time interval.

Returns show the speed and direction of the market movement. For instance, if

most returns are positive during a few years, the stock market is called to be a “bull

market”. On the contrary, it is called a “bear market” if we observe mainly negative

returns. The fluctuations in returns reflect the common behavior for financial markets,

providing upside opportunities as well as downside risk to traders and investors. To

characterize the market, volatility is introduced as another fundamental concept. It

describes the magnitude of the market fluctuations, irrespective of the direction. In

this chapter first we review the properties of returns and volatilities, then we study

two special types of returns and volatilities, which cover the daytime period and the

overnight period respectively.

2.1 Properties of Returns

2.1.1 Leptokurtic Distribution and Power-Law Tail

The nature of the distribution of price fluctuations in financial time series has

been a topic of interest for over 100 years [39]. A reasonable a priori assumption,

motivated by the central limit theorem, is that the returns are independent and
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identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, which results in a Gaussian random

walk in the logarithm of price.

However, empirical studies [5, 6, 14, 40–48] show that the distribution of returns

has pronounced tails, in striking contrast to that of a Gaussian distribution. In

addition to being non-Gaussian, the process of returns shows another interesting

property: “time scaling”—that is, the distributions of returns for various choices

of ∆t, ranging from one day up to even one year have similar functional forms [5].

These results together would suggest that the distribution of returns is consistent

with a Lévy stable distribution [5, 45, 49–51], the rationale for which arises from a

generalization of the central limit theorem to random variables which do not have a

finite second moment. This type of distribution is referred to as leptokurtic, meaning

that the distribution has a higher peak, lower shoulders, and fatter tails.
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of returns for a typical stock, namely, General Electric (GE).

Four sampling times, T = 1 sec, 10 sec, 1 min, and 10 min are plotted. Remarkably,

all these distributions have leptokurtic shape which almost collapse onto a single one,

indicating scaling in returns. As a reference, we fit the distribution with Gaussian

function, as shown by the dashed line.
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As an example, we plot the distribution of returns for stock GE with four time

resolutions in Fig. 2.1. We can see that all distributions are leptokurtic, which clearly

deviate from the Gaussian distribution. Moreover, in Fig. 2.1 we find that all curves

almost collapse onto a single one, suggesting the time scaling.
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Figure 2.2: Cumulative distribution of normalized returns of the positive tails for

∆t = 16, 32, 128, and 512 min. Power-law regression fits yield estimates of the tail

exponent ζ = 2.69±0.04, 2.53±0.06, 2.83±0.18 and 3.39±0.03 for ∆t = 16, 32, 128

and 512 min, respectively. (From Gopikrishnan et al. [52])

One of the most widely-used ways to analyze the tail of a distribution is the

cumulative distribution function (CDF), the probability of a return larger than or

equal to a threshold. Previous empirical studies found that the asymptotic behavior

of the functional form of the cumulative distribution for returns R is consistent with

a power-law,
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P (R > x) ∼ x−ζ , (2.1)

where ζ , called “tail exponent”, is the one to characterize power-law decay in the tail

distribution. After normalizing the returns with their standard deviations in the 2-

year period, which makes returns of different stocks comparable, Gopikrishnan et al.

analyzed the 1000 U.S. stocks for both positive and negative tails of the distribution,

as plotted in Fig. 2.2. They estimated the exponent ζ by a power-law regression and

obtained the average ζ value, 〈ζ〉 ≃ 3, for all four time intervals, ∆t = 16, 32, 128,

and 256 min, supports the time scaling in returns. Similar results are found in the

analysis of daily returns of 30 German stocks composing the DAX index [40], foreign

exchange rates [43], and daily CRSP returns [42].

2.1.2 Correlations in Returns

In addition to the probability distribution, a complementary aspect for the charac-

terization of any stochastic process is the quantification of correlations. A traditional

way to measure the correlation is the auto-correlation function [Eq. (1.4)] Previous

works found that the auto-correlation function of returns has an exponential decay

with characteristic decay times τ of only 4 min [53, 54]. As is clear from Fig. 2.3,

for time scales beyond 20 min the correlation is at the level of noise, in agreement

with the efficient market hypothesis which states that is not possible to predict future

stock prices from their previous values [55]. If price-correlations were not short-range,

one could devise a way to make money from the market indefinitely.

It is important to note that lack of linear correlation does not imply an i.i.d.

process for the returns, since there may exist higher-order correlations. Indeed, the

amplitude of the returns, referred to in economics as the volatility , shows long-range

time correlations that persist up to several months [53–60], and are characterized by

an asymptotic power-law decay. This feature will be further discussed in the next

section.
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Figure 2.3: Auto-correlation function for the S&P 500 index returns sampled at a

∆t = 1 min. The straight line corresponds to an exponential decay with a character-

istic decay time τ = 4 min. Note that after 20 min the correlations are at the noise

level. (From Gopikrishnan et al. [52])

2.2 Properties of Volatilities

2.2.1 Log-Normal Distribution and Power-Law Tail

The volatility also has been extensively studied. Analogous to returns, we exam-

ine the distribution of volatilities in two regimes, center and tail. First we analyze

the center regime of the distribution, which was found to be log-normal. To test this

possibility, we rescale the volatility and plot its distribution In Fig. 2.4. The distri-

butions of volatility for various choices of sampling interval T (from T = 120 min up

to T = 900 min), collapse onto one curve and are well fit in the center by a quadratic
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function on a log-log scale. Since the central limit theorem holds also for correlated

series [61], with a slower convergence than for non-correlated processes [59], in the

limit of large values of T , one expects that P (V ) becomes Gaussian. However, a

log-normal distribution fits the data better than a Gaussian. The apparent scaling

behavior of volatility distribution could be attributed to the long persistence of its

auto-correlation function [59].
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Figure 2.4: Center of volatility distribution for S&P 500 index: The volatil-

ity distribution for different window sizes T using the log-normal scaling form,
√
ν exp(a + ν/4)P (V ) as a function of (ln(V ) − a)/

√
πν, where a and ν are the

mean and the width on a logarithmic scale. By the scaling, all curves collapse to the

log-normal form with a = 0 and ν = 1, exp(−(ln x)2) (solid line). (From Liu et al.

[60])

Although the log-normal function seems to describe well the center part of the

volatility distribution, the distribution of the volatility might have quite different

behavior in the tail, by the definition of volatility. Since our time window T for es-
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timating volatility is quite large, it is difficult to obtain significant statistics for the

tail. Previous studies of the distribution for price changes report power law asymp-

totic behavior [40–42]. From the relation in the definitions of return and volatility,

it is possible that a similar power law asymptotic behavior might characterize the

distribution of the volatility. Similarly, we compute the cumulative distribution , and

find a consistent power law asymptotic behavior,

P (V > x) ∼ x−ζ . (2.2)

Regression fits yield estimates ζ = 3.10±0.08 for T = 32 min, well outside the stable

Lévy range 0 < ζ < 2. For larger time scales the asymptotic behavior is difficult to

estimate because of poor statistics at the tails. In view of the power law asymptotic

behavior for the volatility distribution, the drop-off of P (V ) for low values of the

volatility could be regarded as a truncation to the power law behavior, as opposed to

a log-normal. For a systematic study of the PDF dependence on company size, see

[62–65], and references therein.

2.2.2 Long-Term Correlations in Volatilities

Numerous studies analyzed the correlations of volatilities [38, 42, 53, 54, 56–60, 66–

69] which can be measured by the auto-correlation function [Eq. (1.4)]. The volatility

turns out to be long-term correlated, meaning that the auto-correlation follows a

power law,

C(∆t) ∼ ∆t−γ . (2.3)

with exponent γ ≃ 0.3 [60]. This is significantly different from the exponential decay

in the auto-correlation for returns.
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Figure 2.5: Cumulative distribution of the scaled volatility of S&P 500 index, for time

scales T = 32, 64, 128 min with sampling interval ∆ = 1 min, using non-overlapping

windows for the S&P 500 stock index. Regression lines yield estimates of the exponent

µ = 3.10 ± 0.08 for T = 32 min, µ = 3.19± 0.10 for T = 64 min and µ = 3.30 ± 0.15

for T = 128 min. The fits were performed over the range of scaled volatility greater

than 1 standard deviation. (From Liu et al. [60])

More accurate results for correlations are obtained by the detrended fluctuation

analysis (DFA) method, see Appendix A. This method is based on the idea that a cor-

related time series can be mapped to a self-similar process by integration. Therefore,

measuring the self-similar feature can indirectly tell us information about the corre-

lation properties. The result for volatility is complicated, and shows some crossover

in DFA curves, suggesting a multiscaling behavior. As an example, we plot the DFA

curve for the S&P 500 index in Fig. 2.6. Two power law regimes with

α1 = 0.66 ± 0.01, t < t×

α2 = 0.93 ± 0.02, t > t×
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were observed. The corresponding crossover is

t× ≈ 600 min,

which is approximately 1 trading day [60]. As expected, α = 0.5 for the shuffled

volatility time series.
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Figure 2.6: The detrended fluctuation analysis F (t) of the S&P 500 index volatility

with the sampling interval ∆t = 1 min. The lines show the best power law fits (R

values are better than 0.99) above and below the crossover time, t× = 600 min. The

triangles show the DFA results for the “control”, shuffled data. (From Liu et al. [60])

2.3 Two Components of Daily Return and Volatility: Overnight

and Daytime

2.3.1 Introduction

Now we focus on a special analysis of return and volatility. As we know, usually

financial markets are closed during the night, and all news or events in the night are
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reflected in the opening price of the next trading day. A day (from former day closing

to current day closing) therefore can be decomposed into two sessions, overnight (from

former day closing to current day opening) and daytime (from current day opening

to closing) sessions. The study of the returns and the volatilities during these two

sessions might provide new insights towards better understanding of the financial

markets. Practically, this study can help traders to improve trading strategies at the

market opening and closing. It also can help investors to analyze the dually-traded

equities [70].
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Figure 2.7: Three types of return, (a) the total return RT , (b) the overnight return

RN , and (c) the daytime return RD of a typical stock, AA, are shown. We can see

that the fluctuations of RN are relatively weaker, and the curve of RD is more similar

to that of RT .

Here we present a comprehensive study on all equities listed on the NYSE on

December 31, 2007, in total 2215 stocks. These historical stock data are available
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at http://finance.yahoo.com. To obtain good statistics, we only choose the stocks

with more than 1000 records. The record starts from January 2, 1962, but many

stocks have a much shorter history. We do not include the data before 1987 for two

reasons. First, from 1962 to 1987 there exist only very little data, about 6.5% of

all the data points for these 2215 stocks. Second and more important, there was a

huge market crash on October 19, 1987 (“Black Monday”), and after that the market

was adapted in a great extent. Thus, to reduce the complexity of market structure,

we only examine the data from 1988 to 2007, in total 20 years. The length of the

2215 stocks ranges from N = 1000 to 5000 trading days. Note that many stocks have

splits in the 20-year period, which causes significant change in the price. Therefore, we

adjust all prices according to the historical splits. The 2215 stocks cover all industrial

sectors, a wide range of market capitalization (from 6 × 106 to 5 × 1011 dollars), and

a wide range of the average daily volume (from 500 to 2 × 107 shares a day).

In Chapter 1 we defined the daily return R, which is the logarithmic change of the

successive daily closing prices (“total return” RT in this section, to distinguish from

its two component returns). Correspondingly, the return over the overnight session

(“overnight return”) is

RN(t) ≡ ln(popen(t)/pclose(t− 1)); (2.4)

and the return over the daytime session (“daytime return”) is

RD(t) ≡ ln(pclose(t)/popen(t)). (2.5)

Here pclose(t) is the closing price and popen(t) is the opening price at day t. Note

that RT (t) = RN (t)+RD(t), RD(t) and RN (t) are in the same day and RD(t) is after

RN(t). As an example, Fig. 2.7 shows the three types of return for a typical stock AA

(Alcoa, Inc.) from 1988 to 2007. Same as the definition in Chapter 1, the volatility

V is defined as the absolute value of the return. Thus, corresponding to the three

types of return, we have three types of volatility, the total volatility VT , the overnight

volatility VN , and the daytime volatility VD.
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Table 2.1: Number of good fits of the volatility tail distribution for the 2215 NYSE

stocks. Good fit refers to the cases where the null hypothesis is not ruled out for 1%

significance level.

Volatility V VT VN VD

Power law 2066 1868 2066

Exponential 1693 644 1756

Power law with cutoff 1755 1772 1728

2.3.2 Tail of Volatility Distribution

The tail distribution accounts for large fluctuations and events which are very im-

portant for risk analysis. By the definition [Eq. (1.8)], the volatility aggregates both

positive and negative returns and has better statistics. In addition, the distribution

of the return is approximately symmetric in the two tails [60]. Therefore we focus

on the tail distribution of the volatility. As shown by Eq. (2.2), the volatility has

a power law tail, which might be also true for the overnight and daytime volatility.

Here we employ the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (see Appendix B) to fit the tail

distribution, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D (see Appendix B also) as the

goodness-of-fit.

To further test the volatility tail, we also try two other distribution functions

in the same range and using the same method. One is the exponential distribution

function,

P (x) ∼ e−x/x
∗

, (2.6)

where x∗ is a characteristic scale. The other is a power law function with an expo-

nential cutoff,

P (x) ∼ x−ζ e−x/x
∗

. (2.7)
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Figure 2.8: For four typical stocks, (a) AA, (b) CBM, (c) JNY, and (d) MI, three

types of volatility, total volatility VT (circles), overnight volatility VN (squares), and

daytime volatility VD (triangles) are demonstrated. The dashed lines are power law

fits to the distribution tails. Note that the curves for VT (circles) almost coincide

with those of VD and thus they are vertically shifted for better visibility.

We examine the tail distribution of VT , VN and VD for the 2215 NYSE stocks.

The number of fits that the null hypothesis was valid for at a 1% significantance

level (“good fit”) is listed in Table 2.1. For the power law distribution, only a small

portion (10%) of the three types of volatilities are ruled out, which manifests that

the tail is well characterized by the power law function for the broad market. For

the exponential hypothesis, almost half (38%) of all cases are ruled out. Moreover,

for about 98% out of the good exponential fits, the power law hypothesis is not ruled

out either. As a whole, the exponential function is poor for characterizing the tail,
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compared to the power law function. For the power law with an exponential cutoff,

the percentage of good fit is 79% over the three volatilities, which is slightly lower

than that for the power law. Besides, 99% of them do not reject the power law

hypothesis either. Therefore, we conclude that the power law is the best among the

three distributions.
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Figure 2.9: Relation between tail exponents of two component volatilities and that

of total volatility VT : (a) overnight volatility VN and (b) daytime volatility VD. A

point represents a stock which has good power law fit to the tail for the corresponding

two types of volatilities. 1812 out of the 2215 NYSE stocks are exhibited in panel

(a) and 2001 stocks are exhibited in panel (b). To show the tendency, we divide the

entire data set into equal-width subsets according the value of ζ for VT and calculate

the mean values and standard deviations in these subsets, as shown by the triangles

and the error bars respectively. Both cases clearly show tendencies but that for the

daytime volatility is stronger, indicating VT is more influenced by VD. Moreover, ζ for

all three types of volatilities are distributed in a relatively narrow range and centered

around 3.

In Fig. 2.8, we plot the CDF of VT , VN , and VD for four typical stocks, namely,
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Alcoa, Inc. (AA), Cambrex Corp. (CBM), Jones Apparel Group, Inc. (JNY), and

Marshall & Ilsley Corp. (MI). These stocks belong to diverse industrial sectors and

their capitalization vary in a wide range, from 27 billion dollars for AA to 0.25 billion

dollars for MI. As seen in Fig. 2.8, the tails are well fitted by power laws. Interestingly,

the tails of VD almost always decay faster than the tails of VN , and VT lies between

the two component volatilities. Moreover, the log-log slope (tail exponent ζ) of VT is

closer to that of VD, indicating that the daytime return contributes more to the total

return.

To test this finding for the broad market, we plot in Fig. 2.9 the relation between

the tail exponent ζ of VT and ζ of the two component volatilities for the 2215 stocks.

Both scatter plots show a certain dependence (as shown by the solid curves, which

are averages over different bins of ζ of VT ), but the correlation between VT and VD is

obviously stronger, which is consistent with Fig. 2.8. For all three types of volatilities,

ζ is distributed in a certain range from 1.5 to 5, and centered around 3. The averages

of ζ are: 〈ζ〉 ≈ 2.6 for VN is lower than 〈ζ〉 ≈ 3.2 for VD, while 〈ζ〉 ≈ 3.1 for VT is

between the two component volatilities and it is slightly smaller than that for VD.

This behavior suggests that the daytime return influences the total return more than

the overnight return.

2.3.3 Correlations in Component Returns and Volatilities

After analyzing the volatility distribution, a question naturally arises, how are

these values organized in the time sequence? For the investors, the temporal struc-

ture is of special interest because it determines how and when to trade. The time

organization in a time series can be characterized by the two-point correlation. It is

known that the total return has only short-term correlations and the total volatility

has long-term correlations [5, 40, 43, 60, 71, 72]. Now we examine the correlations in

each of their two components (overnight and daytime).
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Figure 2.10: DFA fluctuation function F vs. windows size ℓ for the returns (filled

symbols) and the volatilities (open symbols). The four panels are for stocks AA,

CBM, JNY, and MI respectively. For each case, three types of data, total (circles),

overnight (squares), and daytime (triangles) are shown. Note that the curves are

vertically shifted for better visibility. To obtain the correlation exponent α, we fit

all curves with power laws, as illustrated by the dashed lines in panel (d). For the

volatility, the exponent α is significantly different for short and long time scales, thus

we split the entire range into two regimes and fit them separately.

It is well known that financial time series are usually non-stationary. In such

cases, the conventional methods for correlations such as auto-correlation and spectral

analysis have spurious effects. To avoid the artifact correlations arising from non-

stationarity, we employ the DFA method (see Appendix A). In Figure 2.10, we

plot DFA curves for the returns and volatilities of the total, overnight, and daytime
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sequences for four typical stocks. The values of α are obtained by power law fits to

the fluctuation function, as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2.10(d).
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of the correlation exponent α, (a) the returns, (b) the volatil-

ities of the short time scales, and (c) the volatilities of the long time scales. Three

types of returns and volatilities, total (circles), overnight (squares), and daytime (tri-

angles) are shown. All distributions approximately follow the normal distribution.

For example, a normal distribution fit on the overnight return is shown by the dashed

line in panel (a). For the volatilities, the curves for the total and the daytime almost

collapse into a single curve in panels (b) and (c), suggesting that the total return is

more influenced by the daytime return.

For all three types of returns, α is close to 0.5 and therefore there are no long-

term correlations. For the volatilities, the fluctuation function is more complicated.

The slopes (in log-log scale) of different regions are significantly different. Thus, we
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divide the whole curve into two equal-size regions in the logarithmic scale and fit

them separately, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 2.10(d).

To test the universality of our findings, we plot in Fig. 2.11 the distribution of α

for the three returns as well as for the short and long time scales of the volatilities. For

the returns [Fig. 2.11(a)], the distributions are centered around 0.5, α = 0.48 ± 0.04

for the total, α = 0.55 ± 0.05 for the overnight and α = 0.52 ± 0.04 for the daytime.

Here and in the following, the error bars are the standard deviations over all 2215

stocks. These error bars are quite small representing quite narrow distributions. This

result is consistent with earlier studies, where no long-term correlations were found

for the returns [60].

For the volatilities at short time scales [Fig. 2.11(b)], the distributions are centered

around 0.6, α = 0.63 ± 0.04 for the total [60], α = 0.59 ± 0.03 for the overnight and

α = 0.63± 0.04 for the daytime. For the volatilities at long time scales [Fig. 2.11(c)],

α = 0.75±0.10 for the total [60], α = 0.71±0.12 for the overnight and α = 0.75±0.10

for the daytime. For all time scales, the volatility α values are significantly larger than

0.5, suggesting long-term correlations in the volatility sequences. In addition, the α

values of the long-term scales are systematically larger than that of the short-term

scales. This multiscaling behavior indicates that the correlation becomes stronger for

longer times. Moreover, all distributions are relatively narrow for both returns and

volatilities, suggesting a universal feature over the entire market. We also notice that

the curves of the total and daytime almost collapse onto a single curve, while the

curve of the overnight departs away from them, supporting again that the daytime

return contributes more than the overnight return to the total return.

Now we address the question whether there is a relation between the correlation

exponents α of the two components of the return and volatility. If a certain stock

has large (small) α for one component, does it have also large (small) α in the other

component or in the total? To test this, we employ the cross-correlation function to

quantitatively compare them. For our case, x and y are vectors representing the three
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Table 2.2: Cross-correlation between the α values of the three types of returns and

volatilities for the 2215 NYSE stocks. We divide the 2215 stocks into 10 equal-

size subsets and calculate the cross-correlation for every subset. The error bar is

the corresponding standard deviation of the 10 cross-correlations. The value in the

parenthesis is the corresponding cross-correlation between two shuffled α records.

Cross-correlation Total/Overnight Total/Daytime Overnight/Daytime

Return 0.25 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.08 0.48 ± 0.08

(-0.00) (-0.03) (0.02)

Volatility (short scale) 0.29 ± 0.09 0.80 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.04

(0.04) (-0.02) (0.03)

Volatility (long scale) 0.56 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.05

(0.01) (0.02) (-0.02)

sequences of α (total, overnight, daytime) for the return, short time and long time

volatilities for all companies. The companies are in the same order for all sequences.

As shown in Table 2.2, all cross-correlations are significantly larger than that of

shuffled records (values in the parenthesis), suggesting strong relations between the

different returns or volatilities. Note again that the total-daytime pair is always the

strongest one, which is in agreement with the assumption that the total return and

volatility are significantly more influenced by the daytime return and volatility, than

by the overnight return and volatility.

2.3.4 Relation between Component Returns

The overnight return and the daytime return are the price changes over different

sessions of a trading day, and they make the total return. It is interesting to examine

now if the three returns of the same stock are cross-correlated. This will test the

question, e.g., how changes in the day time are related to those of night time or the
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total.
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Figure 2.12: For all four stocks (a) AA, (b) CBM, (c) JNY, and (d) MI, the two cross-

correlations with respect to the total return are significant larger than their cross-

correlations with the time lags, which suggests both component returns are strongly

positively correlated to the total return. However, the cross-correlation between the

two component returns varies with the stocks, e.g., it is positive for AA and negative

for MI.

The cross-correlation function [Eq. (1.5)] examines the two time series without

any time lag. However, there might be some time delays between two time series,

and therefore we shift the two sequences by time lag ∆t to test this possibility.

Moreover, the comparison between the cross-correlations with different lags allows

us to examine the significance of a cross-correlation value. Therefore, we employ the

cross-correlation with time lag ∆t [Eq. (1.6)]. In general one tests the position of the
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maximum (minimum if it is anti-correlated) of C∆t which may occur at ∆t = τ and

τ is called the time delay [73]. Here we find that the maximum of C∆t is always for

∆t = 0 (as shown in Figure 2.12).

In this section we use C∆t to test the significance of the cross-correlation at ∆t = 0.

If C∆t=0 is significantly different (higher or lower) from C∆t6=0, the cross-correlation

can be regarded as reliable. Quantitatively, we use the standard deviation of C∆t6=0

values over the range −20 ≤ ∆t ≤ 20, σ(C∆t6=0), to test the reliability of the cross-

correlation [73]. As examples, we plot in Fig. 2.12 the cross-correlations of three

pairs of returns for the four typical stocks, AA, CBM, JNY, and MI (other stocks

have similar features). For both C(RT , RN) and C(RT , RD), the cross-correlations at

∆t = 0 are more than 10 times higher than their σ(C∆t6=0) so they are very robust.

However, for C(RN , RD), the cross-correlations vary with the stock. Some of them

have significant cross-correlation values but some of them are in the range of their

σ(C∆t6=0). Since RN and RD covers different periods, there could be some strong

correlations or almost independent, it is reasonable that the cross-correlation varies

in a wide range. On the other hand, RT always shares part of changes with its two

component returns and deduce strong positive cross-correlations.

Next we examine the three pairs of cross-correlations C∆t=0 for all the 2215 stocks

(in the following, the function C refers to C∆t=0 if the ∆t subscript is missing).

Their distributions are plotted in Fig. 2.13. For each pair, the cross-correlations are

distributed in a certain range. The cross-correlation between the total return and

the daytime return, C(RT , RD) = 0.8± 0.1 (mean value and standard deviation over

the 2215 stocks), is always the largest value in the three pairs. The cross-correlation

between the total and the overnight, C(RT , RN) = 0.4 ± 0.1, is a still high but

significantly smaller than C(RT , RD) values. The cross-correlation between day and

night, C(RN , RD) = −0.1 ± 0.1, is distributed around 0 with more tendency to have

negative values. In summary, the total return is more synchronized with the daytime

return. It is also interesting to note that there are significantly more stocks that have
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negative correlations between RN and RD. For example, 567 out of the 2215 stocks

have values of C(RN , RD) < −0.2. This implies that the probability is relatively high

for a large positive overnight return to be followed by a large negative daytime return.

The overnight return and the daytime return tend to be slightly anti-correlated, and

the total return usually moves in the same direction as the daytime return.
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of the cross-correlations C between the returns RT , RN , and

RD for the 2215 NYSE stocks. Both cross-correlations with respect to the total return

are significantly larger than 0 and that for the daytime return is stronger, suggesting

that the total return is more correlated to the daytime return. The cross-correlation

between the two component returns is relatively more distributed towards negative

values, indicating the two component returns tend to be anti-correlated.

Due to many factors, such as changes in the regulations or new technologies,

the markets evolve with time. An interesting question arises, whether the cross-

correlation is stable in the sample years studied. To test the stability of the cross-

correlations, we recalculate the cross-correlations year by year. The records in 1

year are enough to calculate the cross-correlation and more importantly, the equity
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market in such a short period can be assumed stable. In Fig. 2.14 we plot the averages

and standard deviations (as error bars) of the cross-correlations over the 2215 stocks

against the year. For the three types of cross-correlations, the curves only slightly

vary with the years and all changes lie within the error bars. Moreover, the error

bars are almost the same for all years, which clearly shows that the cross-correlation

is quite stable over the 20 year period studied.
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Figure 2.14: Evolution of the cross-correlations between the three returns, RT , RN ,

and RD, from 1988 to 2007. Here a point represents the average over the cross-

correlations of the 2215 NYSE stocks in a 1-year period, and the error bar is the

corresponding standard deviation. Clearly, there are no significant changes for the

cross-correlations over the 20 years studied.

2.3.5 Discussion

Returns and volatilities might be affected by some factors, such as the market

capitalization and the mean volume [29, 30]. To test this for the entire stock market,

we investigate the relation between the two factors, capitalization and mean volume,

and the measures, such as the tail exponent ζ , the correlation exponent α, and the
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cross-correlations between the three returns. There are some tendencies between

these factors and measures. However, most of these tendencies are within the range

of the error bars, which suggests no significant dependence between the two factors

and three measurements. The behavior of the three measures is quite universal over

the entire market. To better understand the complexity of the equity market, the

connection between different measurements and factors of stocks might need to be

further analyzed.

In summary, we examined the distributions of the total, overnight and daytime

volatility. Compared to the exponential and power law with cutoff, the power law

distribution is found to be generally better. The tail exponent ζ is distributed among

the different stocks between 1.5 and 5 for the three types of volatility. We also

analyzed the correlations in returns and volatilities of the components, using the

DFA method. For both returns, there are no long-term correlations. However, for

both volatilities, there are long-term correlations at all time scales and the correlations

are even stronger at long time scales. For the tail distribution and for the long-term

correlations, the results of the two component returns and volatilities are similar to

the total return and volatility. Moreover, the records of the daytime are more similar

to the total of the same stock, suggesting that the daytime return contributes more

to the total return. To better compare these similarities, we studied also the cross-

correlations between the different types of return and found consistent behaviors, i.e.,

the daytime is more correlated to the total compared to the night time. Further,

the cross-correlation between the overnight return and the daytime return varies for

different stocks, and interestingly, for a significant fraction of the 2215 stocks is far

below 0. This finding suggests that the daytime return has a considerable probability

to strongly anti-correlate with the overnight return. Furthermore, we examined the

cross-correlations year by year and found that the behavior is quite stable over the

20-year period.



Chapter 3

Scaling in Return Intervals

Now we focus on the new approach to financial fluctuations, return intervals,

which reflects the temporal structure in the volatility time series. In this chapter we

discuss the distribution, one of most important statistical properties for a time series.

We show that return intervals have well-approximated scaling in the distribution.

The scaling function follows a stretched exponential function. Interestingly, the shape

parameter γ of the stretched exponential function is found to be related to correlations

in volatilities. In addition, the tail distribution also obeys a power law function.

3.1 Return Interval Distribution and Scale Transformation

The distribution of a data set can be characterized by a probability density func-

tion (PDF) or a cumulative distribution function [Eq. (1.3)]. By the definition of

return interval τ , we obtain one time series of τ for one threshold q. Thus first we

examine the relation between the distribution of return intervals and the threshold.

As an example, we plot the probability density Pq(τ) vs. threshold q for two typical

stocks and a benchmark index, namely, Citigroup (C), General Electric (GE), and

S&P 500 index in Fig. 3.1(a), (c), and (e). Note that Pq(τ) has high values at large τ

for large q, in contrary to that of small q. This behavior is trivial. Since fewer volatil-

ities are choose as “events” for a higher threshold, corresponding return intervals are
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larger and the probability of larger τ values will be higher. Now the question is, is

there any relation for distributions at different thresholds?
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of return intervals and scaling. Panel (a) and (b) for stock

C, (c) and (d) for stock GE, (e) and (f) for index S&P 500, and (g) and (h) for the

ensemble of 30 DJIA component stocks. Symbols are for different threshold q, as

shown in (c) for (a)-(f) and shown in (g) for (g) and (h). The sampling time is 10

min for S&P 500, and 1 min for stocks. For one data set, the distributions Pq(τ) are

different with different q, but they collapse onto a single curve for Pq(τ) 〈τ〉 vs τ/〈τ〉,
which indicates a scaling relation. (g) and (h) show that the scaling can extend to

very large thresholds.

Remarkably, if we have a scale transformation, i.e.,

return interval τ ⇒ scaled return interval τ/〈τ〉,

accordingly , PDF Pq(τ) ⇒ scaled PDF Pq(τ) 〈τ〉, (3.1)
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all distributions of q = 2 to 6 (note that the volatility is in units of standard deviation)

collapse onto a single one, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b), (d), and (f), i.e.,

Pq(τ) =
1

〈τ〉 f(
τ

〈τ〉). (3.2)

This behavior suggests that the distribution of return intervals has a well-approximated

scaling [24, 26].
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Figure 3.2: Stretched exponential fit of return interval distributions, (a) log-log scale,

(b) semi-log scale. Scaled PDFs of three typical stocks, namely, AT&T (T), Citigroup

(C), General Electric (GE), and S&P 500 index, are plotted. Each stock is well-

approximated by stretched exponential for diverse thresholds, q = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, as

shown by solid lines. For clarity, curves are vertically shifted by factors of ×10.

The function f in Eq. (3.2) represents the scaling feature of the return interval

distribution. This scaling function does not depend explicitly on q, but only through

the mean interval 〈τ〉 (Thus, to simplify the notation, we neglect the subscript q for
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P in the following text). If P (τ) is known for one value of q, Eq. (3.2) can make

predictions for other values of q—in particular for very large q (extreme events), which

are difficult to study due to the lack of statistics.

We also examine all other 28 component stocks of DJIA and find consistent results.

In Fig. 3.1 we show that the ensemble distribution of 30 DJIA has similar scaling

transformation, over a wide range of thresholds, from q = 5 to 15 standard deviations.

Further, we plot distributions of threshold q = 2 for the 30 DJIA component stocks

and S&P 500 index in Fig. 3.2(a). Remarkably, we also find that all these distributions

collapse onto a single curve. All these findings suggest that the scaling in return

intervals is universal, which will be further discussed in later sections.

3.2 Form of Scaling Function

To fully describe the distribution of return intervals, we need to identify the form of

the scaling function f in Eq. (3.2). First we examine the full range of the distribution,

and then we specifically test the tail regime.

3.2.1 Full Range: Stretched Exponential

From Figs. 3.1 and 3.2(a), we can see that the distribution is close to a straight

line on the log-log scale (which suggests a power law distribution) but not exactly.

Clearly, in Fig. 3.2(b), we can see that all distribution curves have long tails in the

semi-log plot, indicating that these distributions decay slower than an exponential

function. The scaling function lies between a power law function and an exponential

function. We test the distribution with the stretched exponential (SE) function find

that there is a very good match, as shown by solid lines in Fig. 3.2. Therefore, the

scaling function f can be written as,

f(x) ∼ e−( x
x∗

)γ

. (3.3)
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Here x∗ is the characteristic scale and γ is the shape parameter, which is related to

the correlations in the volatility sequence and thus called “correlation exponent” [19].

For an uncorrelated series, f reduces to a regular exponential function and γ = 1, as

demonstrated in Fig. 3.2. From Eq. (3.3), the PDF function will be

P (τ) ∼ e−( τ
a
)γ

. (3.4)

Then a is the characteristic scale. From the definition of PDF and 〈τ〉, one may find

that the parameter a depends exclusively on γ [23, 29],

a =
〈τ〉Γ( 1

γ
)

Γ( 2
γ
)
, (3.5)

where Γ(a) ≡
∫∞

0
ta−1e−tdt is the Gamma function. However, due to the discreteness

and finite size effects, there are some systematic deviations from the scaling law

[22, 29]. To avoid them, we will also use a as a free parameter in the SE fit. To

simplify the calculation and without loss of generality, we assume τ
a

is continuous,

then the corresponding CDF, Q(τ), follows

Q(τ) ≡
∫ ∞

x

P (τ) dτ ∼ Γ(
1

γ
, (
τ

a
)γ). (3.6)

where Γ(a, x) ≡
∫∞

x
ta−1e−tdt is the incomplete Gamma function. Note that in this

dissertation the “cumulative distribution” is precisely the complementary cumulative

distribution. Since CDF accumulates the information of the series and has better

statistics than PDF, in the following we obtain the correlation exponent γ by fitting

the CDF with Eq. (3.6).

As an example, we plot three CDFs (for q = 2, 4 and 6 respectively) of the GE

stock in Fig. 3.3. The three curves are distant from the other, due to the difference

in 〈τ〉. The least-squares fits with Eq. (3.6) are illustrated by the solid lines, which

agree with empirical points very well.
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Table 3.1: Number of good fits on return interval CDF of the 1000 most traded U.S.

stocks. If KS statistics D is smaller than the critical value CV , the corresponding

distribution is not rejected (see Appendix B). Two types of distribution, stretched

exponential (for the whole range) and power law (for the tail regime), are tested.

Threshold q 1 2 3 4 5 6

Stretched exponential fit 791 795 815 933 977 986

Power law fit 31 349 626 826 839 710
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Figure 3.3: Cumulative distribution of return interval τ . CDF of three typical thresh-

olds q = 2, 4 and 6 for the GE stock are plotted. Examples of two types of fit are

displayed, dashed lines (left shifted for better visibility) are power law fits for the dis-

tribution tails and solid lines on symbols are stretched exponential fits for the whole

range of distributions.

Further, we fit the CDF with a SE function for the 1000 most traded stocks in the

U.S. markets for 2001-2002 period. To avoid the discreteness for small τ (Ref. [22]
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suggested a power law function for this range) and large fluctuations for very large

τ , we choose the range of 0.01 ≤ Q(τ) ≤ 0.50 to perform the fit. The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (KS) statistic D is employed to test the goodness-of-fit (see Appendix B).

The range of threshold is from q = 1 to 6, and the number of fits that are not rejected

(“good fit”) is listed in Table 3.1. We can see that most of the cases have a good fit

by a stretched exponential function. This remarkable universality will be discussed

later.

3.2.2 Tail Regime: Power Law

For financial time series, the distribution tail usually is characterized by a power

law function [1–5, 40, 41, 43, 44, 60, 71, 72]. As for the return interval, Yamasaki et al.

suggested that the scaling function is also consistent with a power law tail for large

intervals, where the tail exponent is around 1 for both stock and currency data [24].

Moreover, Bogachev and Bunde have shown that the distributions of return intervals

are governed by power laws [34]. Then the CDF of return intervals would follow

Q(τ) ∼ τ−ζ , (3.7)

where ζ is the tail exponent.

To test this hypothesis we examine the distribution tail for the 1000 most traded

U.S. stocks, using the maximum likelihood estimator (see Appendix B). Examples

of power law fits are demonstrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3.3. We still use

KS statistics to test the goodness-of-fit. For threshold q = 1 to 6, the number of

good fits are listed in Table 3.1. For return intervals of q = 1 and 2, the power law

distribution is not ruled out for only a small portion of the 1000 stocks. However, for

other thresholds, the power law distribution is not ruled out for a significant portion

of stocks. In Fig. 3.4 we plot the distribution for tail exponent ζ . Interestingly, all

PDFs are centered around a certain value which systematically shifts from large value

to small, with increasing the threshold. For q = 2, ζ is centered around 2, and for
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q = 5, ζ is centered around 1. The latter is consistent with Ref [24], which suggested

that the difference may due to the limited number of data points. Ref [24] was using

daily data, which are about 1/20 of the intraday data in this dissertation (∼ 10, 000

points for the daily data vs. ∼ 195, 000 points for the intraday data). Similarly, the

number of return intervals for q = 5 is only about 1/14 of that for q = 2 (average

over the 1000 stocks, ∼ 850 points for q = 5 vs. ∼ 11, 800 points for q = 2). We also

must note that, for q = 2, only about 1/3 of the 1000 stocks have a good power law

fit (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Probability density of tail exponent ζ from power law fit on the cumulative

distribution of return intervals. The distribution systematically shifts from right to

left, with increasing of the threshold.

In conclusion, we show that the distribution of return intervals is well-approximated

by a stretched exponential. In addition, for many stocks, the power-law hypothesis

on the tail distribution can not be ruled out.
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3.3 Universality of Scaling

We already have shown some impressive universality of the scaling in return inter-

val distributions, which is valid for a wide range of thresholds and many stocks. By

the definition, return intervals are associated with several measures such as threshold

and sampling time. Moreover, these time series could come from different stocks or

different markets. To further explore the validity of scaling, we conduct a compre-

hensive examination of the scaling feature over all these additional “dimensions” in

this section.

3.3.1 Thresholds

First we check the scaling with thresholds, which is the basic one for the return

interval definition. We have found that the scaling on this dimension is strongly

persistent. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the range of scaling can be extended to 15 standard

deviations if we ensemble the 30 DJIA component stocks. Now we extend it to a

much broader market, the 1000 most traded U.S. stocks from the TAQ database and

examine the validity of scaling.

A direct way to test the scaling is the similarity of correlation exponent γ of dif-

ferent thresholds. From what we find for DJIA stocks, we expect that γ for different

thresholds are strongly related, and their discrepancy should be small. To test this as-

sumption we plot in Fig. 3.5 the dependence of the γ for typical thresholds q = 3, 4, 5

and 6 on the γ obtained for q = 2. Remarkably, all four cases show significant ten-

dency and the slopes of linear fit are very close to 1, supporting the well-approximated

scaling in the distribution of return intervals. Note that the fluctuation is larger for

a higher q, and the slope slightly decreases, which may be due to the limited data

size for large thresholds. We also test the dependence of other pairs of thresholds and

observe similar behaviors. All these behaviors are consistent with Ref [30].

Moreover, we compare the value of the characteristic scale a with Eq. (3.5) and

find that a from the fit is of the same order as that from Eq. (3.5), and usually the
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former is smaller. The ratio between two a values is centered from 0.4 (for q = 1)

to 0.8 (for q = 6) for the 1000 stocks. It sounds that the ratio between two a values

significantly deviates from 1. However, it is not that huge if we test the sensitivity

on γ for Eq. (3.5). For instance, when γ changes from 0.30 to 0.31, the value a from

Eq. (3.5) increases more than 30% with a constant 〈τ〉.
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Figure 3.5: Relation between correlation exponent γ (Eq. (3.4)) of different thresh-

olds. γ for four thresholds, q = 3 to 6 strongly depend on γ for q = 2, as indicated by

dashed lines from the linear fit. All slopes of fit are quite close to 1, which suggests a

good scaling in the distribution of return interval. Note that the fluctuation becomes

stronger for a larger q, which relates to the smaller data size for the return interval

with a larger q.

To now we have shown that the scaling holds for a quite large range, from q = 1

standard deviation to 6 standard deviations. The similarity for different stocks (see

Fig. 3.1 for example) allows us to ensemble the data over many stocks and therefore
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extend the scaling examination to even larger thresholds. As shown in Fig. 3.1(g)

and (h), we calculate the return intervals of each DJIA stock, and then aggregate all

these points for certain thresholds. The scaling behavior is observed at even q = 15

standard deviations. We also have tried a large collection of data sets, 500 component

stocks of S&P 500 index, and find that the scaling can be extended to 30 or even 40

standard deviations! Note that the probability of 15 standard deviations or more is

∼ 10−50 for a Gaussian distribution.

3.3.2 Sampling Intervals

For statistical analysis, the time resolution of records is an important aspect since

the system may exhibit different behaviors in different time windows ∆t. This is

the second dimension for testing the universality of scaling. In Ref [27], Wang et

al. have shown that the scaling law of return interval distributions is valid even to

a sampling interval of 1 trading day. Here we change the volatility sampling interval

from 1 min to 5, 10 and 30 min, and then examine its return interval distribution.

For 1-day resolution, there are only 500 points for the 2-year intraday stock data set.

Because the statistics are poor, we do not test the return interval here. Also for a

good statistics we focus on return intervals of a typical threshold, q = 2. Similar

to the 1-min resolution, most of cases can be well fit by Eq. (3.6). For instance,

with 5-min resolution, the stretched exponential hypothesis for 812 of 1000 stocks

are not rejected under 1% significance level. As examples, in Fig. 3.6 we show the

return interval distribution of five time scales for four typical companies (q = 2): T,

C, GE, and IBM. It is seen that for ∆t = 1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min, the Pq(τ) 〈τ〉
curves collapse onto a single curve, showing the persistence of the scaling for a broad

range of time scales. Thus there seems to be universal structure for stocks not only

in different companies, but also in each stock with various time resolutions. For a

related study of persistence in different time scales of financial markets, see [74].
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Figure 3.6: Scaling of return interval distributions for different time windows, ∆t =

1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min. Plots display scaled PDF P (τ) 〈τ〉 with threshold q = 2 for

original (closed symbols) and shuffled volatility records (shifted by factor 10, open

symbols) vs τ/〈τ〉 of (a) T, (b) C, (c) GE, and (d) IBM. Each symbol represents one

time scale ∆t, as shown in panel (a). Curves fall onto a single one for actual return

intervals and shuffled data, respectively, indicating the scaling. Also, the actual return

intervals suggest a stretched exponential scaling function, demonstrated by the line

fitting the solid symbols. The stretched exponential is a result of the long-term

correlations in the volatility records. The shuffled records display no correlation,

indicated by the good fit (solid line) to the Poisson distribution.

To examine the scaling on time resolutions over the broad market, we plot the

PDF of γ for ∆t = 1, 5, 10 and 30 min in Fig. 3.7. The shape of the distribution

systematically changes with increased sampling interval. The center shifts to the

right slightly and the width increases. However, these behaviors are consistent with
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the change of dataset size. For a lower resolution, we have fewer data points and

consequently stronger fluctuations of γ values. Therefore, these curves support the

persistence of the scaling for a broad range of sampling intervals.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of correlation exponent γ for four representative sampling

intervals, ∆t = 1, 5, 10 and 30 min. With the increasing of sampling interval, the

distribution tends to be wider. However, their centers are still close, changing from

0.31 for ∆t = 1 min to 0.37 for ∆t = 30 min, which suggests that scaling is valid for

this range of sampling intervals. The broader distribution for lower resolution may

be related to its smaller data size.

3.3.3 Stocks

Next, we investigate the similarity of scaling functions for different companies.

Scaled PDFs P (τ) 〈τ〉 with q = 2 for return intervals (upper symbols) are plotted in

Fig. 3.8, showing the S&P 500 index and 30 DJIA component stocks (one symbol

represents one data set).
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of return intervals of 30 DJIA component stocks (threshold

q = 2). One kind of symbol in the plot represents one DJIA stock. Remarkably, all

curves collapse onto a single one, suggesting that the scaling is persistent for many

stocks. Note that the distribution can be well fit by a stretched exponential function,

as shown by the solid line on the symbols. To find the origin of the form of scaling

function, we also plot return interval distributions of shuffled records of 30 DJIA

stocks, and find that they follow the exponential function of a Poisson distribution,

as shown by the solid line on symbols. A Poisson distribution indicates no correlation

in the shuffled data, however, the stretched exponential behavior for original records

indicates strong correlations in original volatilities (see [19]).

We see that all PDF curves collapse, so their scaling functions are similar, consis-

tent with a universal structure for P (τ). As suggested by the line on upper symbols

in Fig. 3.8, as well as Figs. 3.1, 3.3, and 3.6, the scaling function follows a stretched

exponential function as Eq. (3.4). Remarkably, we find that all 31 data sets in Fig.

3.8 have similar exponent values, and conclude that γ appears to be “universal”, with

γ = 0.38 ± 0.05. (3.8)
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The value a is found to be almost the same for these 31 data sets,

a = 3.9 ± 0.5. (3.9)

Note that the error bar is σ(γ).

For a broad market, we can see Fig. 3.5 and find that γ values are distributed in a

limited range for the 1000 most traded U.S. stocks from TAQ database, for example.

The corresponding γ values (for q = 2 as instance)

γ = 0.31 ± 0.07, (3.10)

which is in agreement with the 30 DJIA component stocks. For other thresholds, we

find similar results. In summary, we find that return interval distributions have well

approximated scaling over stocks of a broad equity market.

3.3.4 Markets

Fig. 3.5 supports quite impressively the universality hypothesis of the correlation

exponent γ since it holds for a broad market, the 1000 most traded stocks in the

US markets, with a wide range of thresholds. We also show that the scaling holds

for a wide range of sampling intervals. The following question is, can we find similar

behaviors for other stock markets and financial markets? Here we check other financial

markets, including currencies, federal funds rate (U.S. interest rate), oil and gold

commodities. When we apply the scale transformation as Eq. (3.1), we find similar

scaling feature for all these assets, as shown in Fig. 3.9.

Especially, in panel (e) we show that distributions of return intervals for typical

assets of several total different financial markets, such as commodity, interest rate,

stock, and currency can collapse onto a single curve. This remarkably consistency

suggests that the scaling behavior is very robust over various financial markets, indi-

cating that volatilities in financial markets share a certain universal mechanisms.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of the return intervals for volatility records of (a) oil com-

modity and (b) gold commodity, for 13 threshold values q from 0.6 to 3.0 (◦ 0.6, �

0.8, ♦ 1.0, △ 1.2, ⊳ 1.4, ▽ 1.6, ⊲ 1.8, + 2.0, × 2.2, ∗ 2.4, A 2.6, B 2.8 and C 3.0).

Figures (c) and (d) show the scaled distribution P (τ)〈τ〉 vs. scaled interval τ/〈τ〉.
Figure (e) shows the scaled plots of 7 financial time series of commodity, interest

rate, stock and currency for q = 1.0 (◦ oil, � gold, ♦ federal funds rate, △ IBM, ⊳

S&P500, ▽ USD vs. JPY and ⊲ UK Pound vs. Swiss Franc).

Recently many studies on return intervals were conducted. These studies con-
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firmed that the scaling is also valid for other important markets, such as the Japanese

market, a typical mature market, and the Chinese market, a prominent emerging mar-

ket. Jung et al. analyzed the intraday data for 1817 stocks (1 year) and daily data for

3 typical companies (28 years) from the Japanese market [31]. They showed similar

results as that of the US markets. For the Chinese market, 2 indices and 30 liquid

stocks (both 2.5 years) were investigated, their behavior is also consistent with that

we found for the US markets [35–37].

3.4 Origin of Stretched Exponential Distribution

We have shown that the impressive universality of the stretched exponential dis-

tribution of return intervals. Now we try to find the origin of this kind of distribution.

From the generation of return intervals, their distributions are closely related to the

temporal structure in volatilities. It is reasonable to assume the scaling in return

interval distribution comes from correlations in volatilities. To test this assumption

and find the origin of the scaling behavior, we shuffle the volatility time series which

destroys the time organization in the time series, and then examine the corresponding

return intervals. For uncorrelated data, we expect an exponential distribution from

Poisson statistics.

In both Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.8, we plot return interval distributions for shuffled

records. Indeed, we find that both of them follow exponential functions, as shown

by the solid lines in these figures. We also note that all these curves collapse onto a

single one for different sampling times or stocks, suggesting the scaling. In contrast

to the distribution for uncorrelated records, the distribution of the actual return

intervals (filled symbols in Fig. 3.6 and upper symbols in Fig. 3.8) is more frequent

for both small and large intervals, and less frequent in intermediate intervals. The

distinct difference between the distributions of return intervals in the original data

and shuffled records suggests that the scaling behavior and the form in Eq. (3.2)

must arise from long-term correlations in the volatility (see also [19]). Moreover,
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the relation between Hurst exponent α for correlations in volatilities and correlation

exponent γ is suggested to be [19]

α = 1 − γ/2. (3.11)
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Figure 3.10: Dependence of Hurst exponent α on correlation exponent γ for the 1000

most traded U.S. stocks. α is obtained from the whole time scale of DFA curve, and

γ is obtained from the stretched exponential fit on the cumulative distribution of

return intervals. Clearly, there is a certain dependence between these two exponents,

suggesting that the distribution shape of return intervals is related to the correlation

in volatilities.

To test the validity of Eq. (3.11), we examine the 1000 most traded U.S. stocks

and plot the scatter plot of α vs. γ in Fig. 3.10. We find a certain dependence

between the two exponents,

α = 0.78 − 0.11 γ, (3.12)

which does not perfectly satisfy Eq. (3.11). However, as we know, the correlation in

volatilities is very complicated, and is not uniscaling but multiscaling (For example,
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the DFA curve for volatilities has a crossover but not a straight line on a log-log scale).

On the other hand, Eq. (3.11) assumes that the correlation is uniscaling. Eq. (3.12)

shows a significant dependence between α and γ which allows us to do detail analysis.

Therefore, return intervals do provide a useful approach to analyze volatilities and

the analysis on return intervals reveals underlined information.



Chapter 4

Further Analysis on Return Interval

Distribution

In the previous chapter we showed that the return interval distribution has well-

approximated scaling which is impressively universal for a wide range of thresholds

and sampling intervals, as well as many stocks and financial markets. However,

financial time series are known to show complex behavior and are not of uniscaling

nature [75] and have non-linear features [76]. It is of great interest to test if there are

some systematic deviations from the scaling for return interval distributions. If there

are, what is the origin for such deviations? In this chapter we try to answer these

questions.

4.1 Systematic Deviation from a Single Scaling Law

Though the scaling in the return intervals distribution is a good approximation,

we find slight deviations. For example, in Fig. 3.1 we can see that the difference is

relatively large in the head and tail regimes of the distribution. Compared to PDF,

CDF accumulates data points and thus it integrates these deviations from the scaling

law and provides a better statistics. By Eq. (3.2), we have

Q(τ/〈τ〉) =

∫ ∞

τ

P (τ) dτ =

∫ ∞

τ/〈τ〉

f(x) dx. (4.1)
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If the scaling function f(τ/〈τ〉) is valid, the cumulative distributions should also

collapse to a single curve. Otherwise, the cumulative distributions may show clearer

deviations from scaling. Therefore we first examine the CDFs to see if there are any

systematic deviations.
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Figure 4.1: Cumulative distribution of the scaled intervals τ/〈τ〉 for four typical

stocks, C, GE, KO, XOM, and GE’s surrogate. Symbols are for three representative

thresholds q = 2 (circles), 4 (squares) and 6 (triangles) respectively. As two examples,

we fit the cumulative distribution of stock C (q = 2) and the surrogate (q = 2) to

a stretched exponential distribution [Eq. (3.4)] with exponent γ = 0.25 and γ =

0.50 correspondingly. Except that for stock C, all symbols and curves are vertically

shifted for better visibility. For the surrogate records (see Sec. 4.4), symbols collapse

almost perfectly onto one curve. However, all original data exhibit similar systematic

deviations from the scaling. This suggests that non-linear correlations in the volatility

series affect the scaling of its return intervals.

To explicitly explore the quality of the scaling in return interval distributions, we

study all S&P 500 constituents (from TAQ database) and show the results of four
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representative stocks, namely, Citigroup (C), General Electric (GE), Coca Cola (KO)

and Exxon Mobil (XOM). Most stocks studied here showed similar features. Indeed,

in Fig. 4.1 we show cumulative distributions for three thresholds q = 2, 4 and 6.

Note that the volatility is normalized by its standard deviation, the threshold q is in

units of standard deviations and therefore q = 6 is a quite large volatility. It is clearly

seen that those distributions are close to each other but do not collapse to a single

curve. More important, they show apparent deviations from the scaling, which are

systematic with the threshold. For small scaled intervals (τ/〈τ〉 < 1), the cumulative

distribution decreases with q, while for large scaled intervals (τ/〈τ〉 > 1), it increases

with q. Note that for very large scaled intervals, τ/〈τ〉 ≫ 1, the curves have apparent

fluctuations, which can not be trusted as much as that of smaller scaled intervals,

due to poor statistics. In summary, the scaled interval prefers to be larger for higher

threshold. This systematic trend suggests multiscaling in the return intervals.

4.2 Multiscaling in Return Interval Distribution

The systematic deviation of cumulative distributions indicates that the correlation

exponent γ changes with the threshold q. To test the multiscaling behavior quan-

titatively and over the entire market, we compute γ for the 1137 most traded U.S.

stocks and plot in Fig. 4.2 their averages and standard deviations (as error bars) as

a function of q. The values of γ are obtained from the least-squares fit of the scaling

function, Eq. (3.6), to the data for the range τ/〈τ〉 ≥ 0.1. The range of q studied is

from 1 to 6 with steps of 0.25. We consider a point as an outlier if its rms error is

larger than 10%. In total 730 out of 22740 points or 3.8% of all points are removed.

Figure 4.2 shows that the mean γ decreases with the increasing of q, from 0.49 for

q = 1 to 0.28 for q = 3. For large thresholds (between q = 3 and 6) γ tends to be

constant (around 0.26), where the distribution can be regarded as close to being of

uniscaling nature. The difference in γ between small and large thresholds suggests

multiscaling in the distribution for the whole range. The error bars shown in Fig. 4.2
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are limited for all thresholds, indicating a consistent tendency for the entire market.

Note that error bars for several of the largest thresholds such as q = 6 and 5.75 are

slightly larger, probably due to the bad statistics of fewer events.
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Figure 4.2: Correlation exponent γ vs. threshold q. Filled circles are values of γ

averaged over 1137 most traded U.S. stocks and error bars are corresponding standard

deviations. The average γ value converges to 0.26, as guided by the dash line.

The significant discrepancy between average γ values for small thresholds and large

thresholds supports the multiscaling nature of return intervals. Another method for

testing the multiscaling is using KS statistics (see Appendix B) to compare return

interval distributions of two thresholds. If KS statistics D > CV , the null hypothesis

that two distributions are same is rejected. For the Japanese market, Jung et al.

have shown a good scaling by the KS test [31]. However, for the Chinese market,

Ren and Zhou found that the null hypothesis is not rejected only for 12 of 30 liquid

stocks. For other 18 stocks, the distributions are significantly different for different

thresholds and therefore they don’t obey a single scaling law [37].
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4.3 Moment of Return Intervals and Multiscaling Charac-

terization

4.3.1 Moment of Return Intervals

To further exhibit and characterize the multiscaling behavior, we utilize the mo-

ment to analyze return intervals. From Eq. (3.2), the variable for scaling function f

is the scaled return interval τ/〈τ〉 (assuming x ≡ τ/〈τ〉 is continuous), thus we define

the moment of return intervals, µm, as

µm ≡
〈(

τ

〈τ〉

)m〉1/m

(4.2)

where m is the order of moment. From this definition, the moment accumulates the

information over the entire data set and therefore obtains good statistics. As we

know, a return interval time series is generated from a certain threshold q that we

choose, and one q value corresponds to one 〈τ〉 value for a volatility time series. Thus

we can use 〈τ〉 to characterize a return interval time series. Interestingly, the scaling

function f is not directly related to 〈τ〉. The relation between µm and 〈τ〉 provides

a good way to test the multiscaling in return intervals. If the scaling in Eq. 3.2 is

valid, we have

µm =

{
∫ ∞

0

(

τ

〈τ〉

)m
1

〈τ〉 f
(

τ

〈τ〉

)

dτ

}1/m

=

{
∫ ∞

0

xm f(x) dx

}1/m

, (4.3)

i.e., pure scaling of scaled return intervals yields that µm is independent of 〈τ〉, re-

gardless of the form of scaling function f . In other words, the significant dependence

between µm and 〈τ〉 (if exists) suggests multiscaling in the distribution of return

intervals.

We analyze the moment for the 500 constituent stocks of the S&P 500 index,

which allows us to examine the multiscaling for a broad market. In Fig. 4.3 we plot
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µm vs. 〈τ〉 of four typical stocks, C, GE, KO, and XOM, for four representative

orders, m = 0.25, 0.5, 2, and 4.
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Figure 4.3: Moment µm for the scaled intervals of stock C, GE, KO and XOM. We

show results from the original volatility series (filled symbols) and their surrogate

(empty symbols, see Sec. 4.4). For each case, four moments, m = 0.25 (circles), 0.5

(squares), 2 (diamonds) and 4 (triangles) are demonstrated. Symbols for the original

are clearly away from a horizontal line and their deviations are much larger than that

for the surrogate, therefore the non-linear correlations in the original volatility are

related to those deviations. To avoid effects from the resolution and size limit, we

choose the shadow area, 10 < 〈τ〉 ≤ 100 (corresponds to 1.6 < q ≤ 4.2 for the 500

stocks that belongs to S&P 500 index), to study the multiscaling behavior.

Interestingly, we find that all curves in Fig. 4.3 are not exactly horizontal. More

important, we show that these curves have consistent tendencies. For m < 1 cases, all
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of them have convex shapes, i.e., µm decreases with 〈τ〉 first and then increases. On

the contrary, all m > 1 cases have concave shapes. In the later parts of this section we

show that these tendencies are far more than effects of discreteness and finite sizes,

suggesting the multiscaling nature of return intervals. We find similar behaviors for

other stocks that belongs to S&P 500 index.

4.3.2 Multiscaling Exponent
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of multiscaling exponent δ for S&P 500 constituents. The

exponent δ is obtained from the power-law fitting on moments in the medium range

10 < 〈τ〉 ≤ 100. (a) Histogram of δ for the original volatility and (b) for surrogate.

The distributions have a systematic shift with m in (a) while all of them almost

collapse in (b). This suggests a multiscaling behavior in the return intervals in the

original records. The significant discrepancy between the original and the surrogate

records manifests that non-linear correlations form the original volatility accounts for

the multiscaling behavior.
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of average multiscaling exponent 〈δ〉 on orderm. The average

〈δ〉 was taken over the 500 δ of the S&P 500 constituents. The error bars are standard

deviations over the 500 δ. Results for the original (circles) and surrogate records

(squares) are displayed. For large m, the two curves have the similar tendency which

is attributed to the finite size effects. For small m, the two curves are significantly

different which supports the multiscaling in the return intervals, due to the non-linear

correlations in the original volatility. The inset demonstrates 〈δ〉 averaged over 500

stretched exponential distributed i.i.d. simulations with γ = 0.3. Three sizes, 2×106,

2 × 105 and 2 × 104 are displayed, which clearly shows the finite size effect.

To quantify the tendency that we find in the moment of return intervals, we suggest

to fit µm with a power law function in the medium range (to avoid the discreteness

and finite size effects),

µm ∼ 〈τ〉δ. (4.4)

If the distribution of return intervals follows a scaling law, the exponent δ should be

close to 0 (It does not exactly equal to 0 due to the discreteness and limited size of

data sets, which will be discussed later in this section). In other words, a significant

non-zero δ suggests multiscaling. Here we call δ the multiscaling exponent since it
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characterizes the multiscaling behavior. As demonstrated by the shadow regime in

Fig. 4.3, we choose 10 < 〈τ〉 ≤ 100 as the medium range.

We calculate the δ value for each stock that belongs to S&P 500 index for orders

between m = 0.25 and 2.00 and plot their histograms in Fig. 4.4. We can see that

each histogram has a narrow distribution, which suggests that δ are similar for the

500 stocks. For the original records, almost all δ significantly differ from 0, thus the

moments clearly depend on the mean interval. Moreover, the mean value of δ shifts

with order m from 〈δ〉 = −0.22 ± 0.08 for m = 0.25 to 〈δ〉 = 0.08 ± 0.05 for m = 2

which means the dependence varies with the order m. This behavior supports the

multiscaling nature in the return intervals distribution.

To remove fluctuations and show the tendency clearer, we plot the dependence of

〈δ〉 on m, where 〈δ〉 is the average δ over all 500 stocks belonging to S&P 500 index.

In Fig. 4.5 we show this relation for a wide range of m, 0.1 ≤ m ≤ 10. The plot

shows two different behaviors. For small m (roughly m ≤ 2), 〈δ〉 clearly deviates from

0 and demonstrates the multiscaling behavior, while 〈δ〉 for the surrogate is closer to

0. For large m (m > 2), the curve has a decreasing trend. Since large τ dominates

high order moments, this decreasing trend may be due to finite size effects, which will

be discussed in later subsection. Fig. 4.5 also shows error bars of 〈δ〉, which is the

standard deviation of δ values for the 500 stocks. Remarkably, we can see that the

tendency is out of range of error bars, indicating the significance of the multiscaling

behavior.

4.3.3 Relation between Moment and Order

The moment µm has systematic dependence on order m, as seen in Fig. 4.3 where

moments are plotted against 〈τ〉. It is of interest to explore the relation between µm

and m directly. For a fixed 〈τ〉, representing a given threshold q one can study, return

intervals and their moments of various orders which exhibit information on different

scales of τ . Moments of large m represent large τ and vice versa. If τ/〈τ〉 follows a
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single distribution without corrections due to effects such as discreteness and finite

size, curves of µm vs. m for different 〈τ〉 should collapse to a single one, which only

depends on the scaling function f(x) as Eq. (4.3). We plot µm for m between 0.1

and 10 for three 〈τ〉 values: 10, 80 and 400 min in Fig. 4.6(a) and find substantial

deviations from a single curve. This supports our suggestion that the return intervals

have multiscaling behavior.
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of the moment µm on the order m. (a) for the return intervals

of the original volatility for stock GE. (b) for its surrogate. Three mean interval

〈τ〉 = 10 (circles), 80 (squares) and 400 min (triangles) are demonstrated in (a)

and (b). (c) Analytical moments from stretched exponential distributions, γ = 0.25,

0.50, 0.75, and 1 (Poisson distribution), taken from Eq. (4.5). For large m, both

(a) and (b) show discrepancies which is related to the finite size effect. For small

m, the difference between (a) and (b) is due to the non-linear correlations in the

original volatility. Compared to the analytical curves in (c), the return intervals for

the original records shows multiscaling behavior.

As a reference, we also drive the analytical form for µm. Substituting Eq. (3.4)
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into Eq. (4.3), we obtain

µm =
1

a







Γ
(

m+1
γ

)

Γ
(

1
γ

)







1/m

(4.5)

for the stretched exponential scaling function. In Fig. 4.6(c) we show analytical

curves for various correlation exponent γ. Clearly, these curves are similar to that in

panel (a), confirming that return intervals have multiscaling behavior.

4.3.4 Discreteness and Finite Size Effects

Now we try to find the origins of the tendencies in the moments of return intervals.

Beyond the multiscaling nature of return interval distribution, there might be certain

common mechanisms for all time series. For very small and very large values of 〈τ〉,
we identify the discreteness and finite size effects respectively [29], which was also

recognized for the general case by Eichner et al. [22].

First we look at the discreteness effect. Our data set is recorded in 1-min sampling

intervals and the minimum difference in return intervals is 1 min. This discreteness

causes a certain artificial tendency for small 〈τ〉 (〈τ〉 ≤ 10). The relative errors in

moments will be considerably larger for small 〈τ〉 close to 1 min. By starting from

〈τ〉 = 3, we only partially avoid the discreteness in moments. To show this effect, we

reduce the time resolution and compare the moments µm with 3 sampling intervals,

1, 5 and 10 min, since we can not increase the resolution. Fig. 4.7(a) shows this

comparison for stock GE of m = 0.5 and m = 2. The three resolutions have a

similar trend, showing that the curves become flatter for the higher resolution. For

other stocks, we find similar behavior. This systematic tendency suggests that the

recording limit (1 min) strongly affects the moments at short 〈τ〉. To reduce it, we

should raise the recording precision or study the moments of larger 〈τ〉.
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Figure 4.7: Discreteness effect in the moments. (a) Moments for stock GE with

three resolutions, 1 (circles), 5 (squares) and 10 min (diamonds). Filled symbols are

for m = 0.5 while empty symbols are for m = 2. (b) Moments of artificial records

averaged over 100 simulations. For each trial, we simulate return intervals that follow

a stretched exponential distribution with γ = 0.3 and a length of 200 thousands

points. Symbols are similar to that in (a). Three resolutions, 1, 5 and 10 time units

are displayed. To show the disappearing of the discreteness, we also plot simulation

results for continuous return intervals (triangles), which exhibits a constant moment,

independent of 〈τ〉.

To further test this result, we simulate artificial return intervals with an i.i.d.

process from stretched exponential distribution with γ = 0.3, same as the empirical

γ for GE of q = 2. We examine moments of m = 0.5 and m = 2 with the same

three resolutions (1, 5 and 10 time units) as in the empirical test done above. The

simulated size is 200 thousands points for each trial and we use the average over

100 trials for each resolution. Fig. 4.7(b) shows curves similar to that of empirical

[Fig. 4.7(a)]. For the higher resolution, the curve is closer to the horizontal line and

finally may reach the line when we raise the resolution high enough. To show this,
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we also simulate continuous return intervals and find constant moments, as expected

[Fig. 4.7(b)]. Therefore, the discreteness effects can be overcome if the resolution

is improved enough. Note that for the empirical data, we expect the moment not

to be constant for small 〈τ〉 even if we have a much better resolution, since the

return intervals has the multiscaling behavior, as shown for larger 〈τ〉 in the range

10 < 〈τ〉 ≤ 100 which is not affected by discreteness.

Next we examine the finite size effect. To test this effect we simulate surrogate

return intervals (see Sec. 4.4) by assuming a stretched exponential distribution i.i.d.

process with 3 sizes (number of all return intervals in the time series), 2×106, 2×105

(the size of the empirical data set of stock GE), and 2×104. Without loss of generality,

we choose γ = 0.3, which is the correlation exponent for GE of q = 2. To be

consistent with the 500 S&P 500 stocks, we perform 500 realizations and plot their

average exponent 〈δ〉. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5, all 〈δ〉 values show a similar

decreasing trend as that of the empirical curves. However, it is seen that the trend

starts earlier for smaller size, and thus the size limit has a strong influence on high

order moments.

4.4 Origin of Multiscaling Behavior

To better understand the systematic trends and test if it is not due to finite size

effect or discreteness of minutes, we also measure the cumulative distribution of return

intervals for surrogate records of volatilities using the Schreiber method [77–79] where

non-linearities are removed. For a given time series, we store the power spectrum and

randomly shuffle the sequence, then we apply the following iterations. Each iteration

consists of two consecutive steps:

(i) We perform the Fourier transform of the shuffled series, replace its power

spectrum with the original one, then take the inverse Fourier transform to achieve

a series. This step enforces the desired power spectrum to the series, while the

distribution of volatilities usually is modified.
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(ii) By ranking, we exchange the values of the resulting series from step (i) with

that of the original record. The largest value in the resulting series is replaced by the

largest one in the original series, the second largest value is replaced by the second

largest one, and so on. This step restores the original distribution but now the power

spectrum is changed.

To achieve the convergence to the desired power spectrum and distribution, we

repeat these two steps 30 times. By this way, a “surrogate” series is generated.

Because of the Wiener-Kinchine theorem [80], the surrogate record has the same

linear correlations as the original, as well as the distribution. The only difference is

that the original record has the non-linear correlations (if they exist) but the surrogate

does not have any non-linear features.

In Fig. 4.1 we also plot the cumulative distribution for the surrogate with the

same three thresholds as the original. Since the surrogate records lost the non-linear

correlations, they are similar to each other, and we only show results for GE’s surro-

gate. It is seen that the collapse of the surrogate for different q values is significantly

better than that of the original and the deviation tendency with the threshold in the

original records disappears. This indicates that the scaling deviations in the original

are due to the non-linear correlations in the volatility. We also compare our results

to the stretched exponential distribution (dashed lines in Fig. 4.1). This curve is

very close to the empirical results, in particular for the surrogate records which con-

tain only the linear correlations. This suggests that PDF of return intervals is well

approximated by a stretched exponential.

To further test the non-linearity hypothesis, we analyze the moment for the sur-

rogate records. As shown in Fig. 4.3, we find that their curves are more flat for most

ranges. For the same order m, the moment of the surrogate obviously differs from

that of the original, especially in the medium range of 〈τ〉 (10 < 〈τ〉 ≤ 100). This dis-

crepancy suggests that the non-linear correlations exist in the original volatility and

account for the scaling deviations. Nevertheless, all moments of surrogate show small
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curvature from a perfect straight line at both short and long 〈τ〉, which are much

weaker compared to the original records. The weak curvature suggests that some

additional effects, not related to the non-linear correlations, affect the moments. For

small 〈τ〉, the resolution discrete limit seems to have some influence on the moments.

For large 〈τ〉, the moments are gradually approaching the horizontal line and are

more fluctuating, the effect seems to be related to limited size of the record. On the

other hand, for moments of high order such as m = 4, the trend in the medium range

is not as obvious as for the lower order moments. This is probably to lack of statistics

for high order moments.

Furthermore, in Fig. 4.4(b), the histograms of δ values for the surrogate records

are more centered around values close to δ = 0 (from 〈δ〉 = −0.07±0.04 for m = 0.25

to 〈δ〉 = 0.00±0.02 form = 2). Moments for the surrogate records converge to a single

curve for m ≤ 2 but become diverse for high orders, which agrees with the strong

influence of the finite size effects. The uniscaling behavior for the surrogate supports

that the non-linear correlations in volatilities are responsible for the multiscaling

behavior in their return intervals. We can find consistent behavior in Fig. 4.5. Note

that both the original and surrogate records have similar decreasing tendency for

large order m, as shown in Fig. 4.5. This similarity confirms the effect of finite size.

In addition, Ren and Zhou also employed moment analysis on two Chinese indices

[37] and confirmed the multiscaling behavior in the return interval distribution that

we found.

4.5 Multifactor Analysis on Multiscaling

In the previous section, we showed that the multiscaling behavior in return in-

tervals arises from the non-linearity in volatilities. The next question is, what kind

of factors affect this behavior? As we known, financial markets are a typical kind

of complex system which consists of various types of investors and activities. There-

fore if we can relate the factor that characterizes the activity or fundamentals to the
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multiscaling behavior of return intervals, it will offer insights to deeply understand

the volatility and price dynamics. Here we focus on four essential factors, market

capitalization, return, risk, and number of trades. The data set used is the 1137 most

traded stocks from TAQ database for 2001-2002 period.

Analysis with respect to several essential factors is widely used in economics stud-

ies. For instance, company size, market return, and book-to-market value are used

to model asset pricing [81]. Volatilities and therefore return intervals may be affected

by many factors. Here we study how the return interval distribution depends on a

few essential measures which characterize different features of the stocks. The first

one is the size of the company, which is a popular criterion for portfolio selection.

Stocks of different scales are preferred by investors of different types. The size also

limits the group of investors and market depth for a stock. On the other hand, the

internal organization of a company might dramatically vary with its size. Thus, the

volatility and its return interval may be strongly influenced by this factor. The size is

usually characterized by the market capitalization, the product of the stock price and

outstanding shares. Without loss of generality, we choose the price and outstanding

shares on December 31, 2002 to calculate the capitalization. For the 1137 stocks, the

range of capitalization is between 2 × 107 and 2 × 1011 dollars.

The reward and risk are basic concerns for any investment and we therefore choose

them as the next two factors. The reward is usually measured as the average return

of the price while risk is measured as the standard deviation of the return [82]. This

traditional definition of the risk is based on the Gaussian distribution of the time

series, which is not always adapted to the financial data [2]. Nevertheless, it charac-

terizes the magnitude of fluctuations and therefore the risk. To avoid the intraday

pattern [26, 60], we calculate the return on a daily basis. The return is the logarithmic

daily price change averaged over the two-year period (2001-2002), which varies from

−0.008 to 0.004 for the 1137 stocks. The risk, the standard deviation of daily returns

in the two years, ranges from 0.012 to 0.12. The fourth factor we study is an activity
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measure, the number of trades per day. Note that the four factors reflect different

aspects of a stock. The size represents the scale of the company. The return and risk

are the historical price movement tendency and variation, which are helpful for the

prediction of future price change. The number of trades shows the activity, i.e., how

frequently a stock is traded.

4.5.1 Correlation Exponent γ and Factors

First we study the relations between γ (correlation exponent for volatilities, ob-

tained from DFA method, see Appendix A) and the four essential factors market

capitalization, risk, number of trades, and return. This tests the universality of γ

over the entire market. If γ is sensitive to some factors, the market as one system

is not of uniscaling. Furthermore, the dependence (if it exists) may indicate some

origins for the multiscaling found in return interval distributions. In Fig. 4.8, we

plot γ against the four factors for four thresholds q = 2, 3, 4, and 5. In each panel,

the curves have a similar tendency and the value of γ decreases with increasing q.

Note that the curves are closer to each other for large thresholds. This finding is

consistent with Fig. 4.2, which shows that the mean γ decreases with q and reaches

almost a constant value for large q. More important, Fig. 4.8 exhibits that γ for a

given threshold is not uniformly distributed with the factors and thus the market has

a multiscaling nature.

For the company size [Fig. 4.8(a)], γ increases for sizes between 5×107 and 2×1010

dollars and then shows a slight decrease. The market depth for small companies limits

the number of investors and those companies usually attract some specific types

of investors. Therefore corresponding strategies may be relatively similar and the

volatility series tends to be strongly correlated, having a small γ [18]. With increasing

size, more investors are involved, which may “randomize” the long-term correlations in

volatilities. When the company size reaches a certain limit, the constitution of investor

types may be relatively stable, some common modes might dominate the volatilities,
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and therefore the correlations become stronger and γ decreases with increasing size.
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Figure 4.8: Relation between correlation exponent γ and four factors: (a) market

capitalization, (b) risk, the standard deviation of daily return, (c) average daily num-

ber of trades, and (d) average daily return. Curves of four thresholds q = 2, 3, 4 and

5 are demonstrated. Dashed lines are logarithmic fits [except in (d) where the fit is

linear] to the curve of q = 2.

Figure 4.8(b) shows that γ decreases with increasing risk except for very low risks.

Figure 4.2 shows that larger volatilities tend to have smaller γ. Larger risk means

that the probability of larger volatilities is higher. Therefore, Fig. 4.8(b) is consistent

with Fig. 4.2. Price movement is realized by trades and the temporal structure of

the volatility probably relates to the size of trades. Counter-intuitively, γ is almost

insensitive to the market activity. Figure 4.8(c) suggests no apparent dependence

between γ and the number of trades; see also [83]. A possible reason is that many
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investors do not change their strategies just because of a dramatic change of trading

frequency. Note that there is a slight tendency in Fig. 4.8(c), which is negligible if

we compare it with the trends in other panels. As an example, the logarithmic fit

to the curve for q = 2 (shown by dashed lines in Fig. 4.8) has a slope of 0.06 for

the capitalization, −0.19 for the risk, but only 0.01 for the number of trades. Similar

results are shown in Fig. 4.9. Next we show in Fig. 4.8(d) the relation between

γ and the return. For negative returns γ increases, and then decreases for positive

returns. It has a maximum when the return is 0. This behavior suggests that the

return is related to the size of risk. For returns with large magnitude representing

high volatilities, the corresponding risk is relatively high and therefore γ is small [see

Fig. 4.8(b)].

4.5.2 Multiscaling Exponent δ and Factors

To characterize the multiscaling strength in a single stock, we suggested a mul-

tiscaling exponent δ in previous section. Now we study its dependence on the four

essential factors. We plot in Fig. 4.9 the curves for four orders m = 2, 4, 8, and

16. These curves have a similar tendency in each panel. The value of δ increases

a little from m = 2 to 4, then decreases, which is consistent with the result in Ref

[29]. As shown in Fig. 4.9(a), δ decreases with increasing capitalization until about

2 × 1010 dollars and then the curves increase. This suggests that δ is also related

to the constitution of investors. A small company has few investors who have some

specific strategies. However, if the company is very large, some types of investors fi-

nally dominate the price movement. In Fig. 4.9(b), δ increases almost monotonically

with the risk, indicating that, if a stock has larger volatility values, its return interval

distribution has a stronger multiscaling effect. Similar to γ, δ is almost independent

of the number of trades as shown in Fig. 4.9(c). In Fig. 4.9(d), δ has a minimum at

zero returns, which also agrees with the relation between δ and risk.

There are clear connections between Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, which indicate that γ and
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δ are strongly related. From Fig. 4.2, γ decreases with q, one q value corresponds to

one 〈τ〉 value, and δ is the power law fit exponent for the moment vs 〈τ〉.
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Figure 4.9: Relation between multiscaling exponent δ and four factors: (a) market

capitalization, (b) risk, the standard deviation of daily return, (c) average daily num-

ber of trades, and (d) average daily return. Curves of four moments m = 2, 4, 8, and

16 are shown. Dashed lines are fits to the curve of m = 16, which demonstrate the

tendency.

To examine the relation between the two exponents we plot δ against γ in Fig.

4.10. Our results suggest that δ decreases with increasing γ for all four thresholds

q = 2, 3, 4, and 5 when m = 2. These curves approximately follow a linear function as

shown by the dashed lines with slopes −0.63, −0.75, −0.74, and −0.62 respectively.

Other thresholds q and orders m show similar results. The smaller the value of γ,

the larger the deviation from a single scaling function observed for the return interval
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distribution.
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Figure 4.10: Multiscaling exponent δ vs correlation exponent γ. The values of δ are

for order m = 2 and γ are for thresholds q = 2, 3, 4, and 5. Linear fits are shown by

dashed lines.



Chapter 5

Memory in Return Intervals

Scaling and universality are important properties of a data set describing the

global behavior of the probability distribution. This may, or may not, fully charac-

terize a sequence of data points, depending on the time organization of the sequence.

If it is uncorrelated, data points are independent of each other and totally determined

by the probability distribution. On the other hand, if the points are correlated, it will

also affect the order in the data set. This behavior is also called “memory”, as the

data points “remember” previous values.

Many studies showed that returns do not exhibit any linear correlations extending

over more than a couple of minutes, but their absolute value, which is a measure for

volatility, exhibits strong correlations. This leads to long periods of high volatility

as well as other periods where the volatility is low. This effect is known as volatility

clustering. We find similar effects also for return intervals, so that large (small) re-

turn intervals are more likely to be followed by large (small) return intervals. In this

chapter we analyze in detail the memory effect in the return interval time series. We

employ the conditional distribution to examine short-term memory, cluster analysis

to test medium-term memory, and DFA method to analyze long-term memory. We

find significant memory effects for all time scales. Moreover, we show a strong sim-

ilarity between long-term correlations in return intervals and long-term correlations

in volatilities.
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5.1 Short-Term Memory

5.1.1 Conditional Distribution of Return Intervals
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Figure 5.1: Scaled conditional distribution Pq(τ |τ0) 〈τ〉 vs. τ/〈τ〉 for (a) T, (b) C, (c)

GE, and (d) S&P 500. Here τ0 represents a subset which contains 1/8 of the total

number of return intervals in increasing order. The lowest 1/8 subset (filled symbols,

Q1) and the largest 1/8 subset (open symbols, Q8) are displayed, which clearly have

different tendencies, as guided by black curves. Symbols are plotted for different

thresholds, denoted in panel (a). The significant difference between two types of

conditional distributions suggests the existence of memory. Small intervals tend to

follow small ones and large intervals tend to follow large ones. The solid curves on

the symbols are stretched exponential fittings.

First we analyze the memory in a short-term time scale. This type of memory

can be measured by the conditional distribution, P (τ |τ0), which is the probability
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of finding a return interval τ immediately after a return interval of size τ0 [19, 20,

22, 24, 26, 27]. In records without memory, P (τ |τ0) should be identical to P (τ) and

independent of τ0. When memory exists, it should depends on the choice of τ0.

Due to the poor statistics for a single value of return interval, a binning of τ0 is

needed. We split the entire database into 8 equal-size subsets (“octave”), Q1, Q2, ...,

Q8, with intervals in increasing length [24, 26, 27]. It is found that for τ0 in Q1, the

probability is higher for small τ , while for τ0 in Q8, the probability is higher for large

τ . Thus, large (small) τ0 tends to be followed by large (small) τ (“clustering”), which

indicates memory in the return interval time series. In Fig. 5.1 we show the results

for three typical stocks and one benchmark index, namely, T, C, GE, and S&P 500,

and found consistent behaviors for all four cases.

Remarkably, similar memory effects are found for other stocks in the US mar-

kets, currencies, interest rates, and commodities [24, 26, 27], as well as stocks for

the Japanese market [31] and Chinese market [35, 36]. In conclusion, the short-term

memory in return intervals is universal for financial fluctuations. In addition, we can

see in Fig. 5.1 that P (τ |τ0) seems to collapse onto a single curve for each of the τ0

subsets, and these curves can be well fit by a SE function according to Eq. (3.4),

which further confirms features of return interval distributions in previous chapters.

5.1.2 Mean Conditional Interval

The conditional distribution shows significant deviations for cases of different bins.

Though it clearly shows the short-term memory, the method is qualitative. To show

the effect more directly and quantitatively, we examine the mean conditional return

interval immediately after a given τ0 subset, 〈τ |τ0〉, which is the first moment of

P (τ |τ0). A power law dependence of 〈τ |τ0〉 on τ0 for the GE stock is showed in Fig.

5.2, as an example. We can see that large (small) τ tend to follow large (small) τ0,

similar to the clustering in P (τ |τ0). Correspondingly, shuffled data (open symbols

in Fig. 5.2) are almost constant as expected, demonstrating that the value of τ is
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independent of the previous interval τ0. The “strength” of memory can be measured

by the exponent of the power-law fitting. Clearly, we can expect that different stocks

might have different exponents, and we can use this information to predict the the

next move of price, which will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.2: Scaled mean conditional return interval 〈τ |τ0〉/〈τ〉 vs. τ0/〈τ〉 for (a) T, (b)

C, (c) GE, and (d) S&P 500. That for original returns intervals (filled symbols) and

shuffled records (open symbols) are plotted. Five thresholds, q = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and

4.0 are represented by different symbols, as shown in panel (a). The distinct difference

between actual intervals and shuffled records implies memory in the original return

intervals.
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5.2 Cluster Size Distribution

Clustering phenomena are displayed by P (τ |τ0) and 〈τ |τ0〉, indicating the memory

in return intervals. However, both functions measure the intervals that immediately

follow an interval bin τ0. In order to investigate longer clustering in a more straightfor-

ward way, we analyze “clusters” of return intervals, which are composed by successive

intervals with similar size [26, 27, 31, 32, 35]. To obtain good statistics we divide re-

turn intervals into two groups, separated by the median of the entire time series. We

denote intervals that are above the median by sign “+”, and the ones below the me-

dian by “–”. Accordingly, consecutive “+” or “–” intervals form a positive or negative

cluster.

Obviously, these positive and negative clusters contain the memory information

in return intervals. To quantitatively show the effect with good statistics, we examine

the cumulative distribution of cluster size n. If the time series is in a random order, the

cluster size distribution should follow an exponential function, by Poisson statistics.

On the other hand, if there is a certain memory in the time series, similar intervals

tend to be together and therefore the probability of large clusters is relatively high.

Fig. 5.3 shows the cumulative distribution of n for a typical stock, namely GE. Both

positive and negative clusters have quite long tails, compared to that for the shuffled

records which follows an exponential function and shows a much faster decay. For the

positive clusters, the distribution still has good statistics even for size n = 18, while

the negative clusters extend to n = 25. Thus, the memory effects persist for quite

long times (e.g., the average return interval for GE with threshold q = 2 is about 9

min, so there are still some clusters corresponding to even 200 min in the time scale).

All these behaviors suggest that a strong memory effects exist in return intervals.

Note that the distribution of positive clusters is very similar for different thresholds

q = 2, 3, 4, while the negative clusters show the same effect only for n ≤ 10. Similar

clustering has been found also in earthquake and climate data [20, 21].
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative distribution of size for return interval clusters. The cluster

consists of consecutive return intervals that are all above (“positive cluster”, open

symbols) or below (“negative cluster”, filled symbols) the median of time series. To

reveal the memory effects, we plot the distribution for both original and shuffled

records. For the shuffled records, the distribution follows an exponential function.

However, for the original records, distributions for both positive and negative clusters

have much longer tails, suggesting a significant memory in return intervals.

5.3 Long-Term Correlations

Now we focus on the long-term correlations in return intervals. Due to the similar

reasons that we explained in previous chapters, we employ the DFA method (see

Appendix A) to examine long-term correlations in return interval time series. Without

loss of generality, we investigate the return interval for a typical threshold q = 2. The

fluctuation function vs. window size ℓ is shown by open squares in Fig. 5.4. We

can see a crossover in the curve. Thus we can divide the entire regime into two sub-

regimes ℓ < ℓ∗ and ℓ > ℓ∗ (ℓ∗ can be chosen to be 390 min or 1 trading day. Note that
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the mean interval for q = 2 is around 10 min.) [26]. The corresponding power-law

fitting (solid lines in Fig. 5.4) and therefore α values are distinctly different in the

two regimes. However, both α values are significantly larger than 0.5, α = 0.66 for

the short scale and α = 0.84 for the long scale, suggesting long-term correlations in

return intervals although the long-term correlations are multiscaling.

Interestingly, the above behaviors are universal for return intervals in different

stocks and markets. We examine the 1000 most traded stocks in the U.S. markets

between 2001 and 2002 and find that their α values are evenly distributed in a narrow

range, α = 0.64 ± 0.04 for the short scale (ℓ < ℓ∗) and α = 0.80 ± 0.06 for the long

scale (ℓ > ℓ∗). Here the error bar is the standard deviation of α values for the 1000

stocks. This narrow distribution of α values can be observed in both Fig. 5.5 and

Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: DFA curve of volatility and return interval (q = 2) for the GE stock. Two

curves are similar and both of them have crossovers around 1 trading day. Solid lines

are power-law fits on the two regimes. For short scale, the two α values (slopes in the

plot) are almost the same. For the long scale, the two α values are different but they

are strongly related.
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5.4 Relation between Return Interval Correlations and Volatil-

ity Correlations
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Figure 5.5: Correlation exponent α of volatilities and return intervals. The fluctuation

F (ℓ) vs. ℓ curves are fitted in two regimes, small scales (<∼ 1 day) and large scales

(>∼ 1 day), thus we obtain two α values for each data set. The correlation exponent

α for 30 DJIA stocks and for the S&P 500 index (stocks are identified by their tick

symbols, e.g., AA denotes Alcoa Inc.) are shown. Note that most data sets have a

smaller exponent for intervals than for volatilities, but their differences still are in the

range of the error bars. Shuffled records (triangles) yield α values around 0.5 that

indicate no correlation. Both small scales (α1 = 0.66 ± 0.01 and α1 = 0.64± 0.02 for

volatilities and return intervals respectively) and large scales (α2 = 0.98 ± 0.04 and

α2 = 0.92 ± 0.04 correspondingly) appear to show different correlations for different

scales, since α1 6= α2.
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The next question is, what is the origin of memory in the return intervals? By

definition, return interval reflects the time organization of volatilities, and it is well

known that volatilities have long-term correlations. Thus we focus on the relation

between long-term correlations in these two types of time series. To compare them

directly, we also plot the DFA curve of volatilities of GE stock in Fig. 5.4, as shown

by open circles. Remarkably, we can see strong similarity between the two DFA

curves. Both of them have similar crossovers which are around 1 trading day, and

more interestingly, their α values are similar for both sub-regimes. For the volatility,

α = 0.65 for the short scale and 0.96 for the long scale, which are close to that we

obtained for the return intervals.

Then we test the universality of this similarity. We calculate α values of two

sub-regimes for the 30 DJIA stocks and the S&P 500 index for both the volatility

time series and return interval time series. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.5. For

both types of records and both sub-regimes, α values are significantly larger than 0.5

for the shuffled records, which are shown by open triangles in Fig. 5.5. This finding

suggests that all of them have long-term correlations. For one α value of the volatility,

we can see that the corresponding α value of the return interval is similar, implying

that the memory in return intervals is associated with that in volatilities. One might

also note that almost all α values of the return interval are slightly smaller than that

of the volatility, indicating a certain regularity in the memory mechanism.

To further show the relation between long-term correlations in volatilities and that

in return intervals, we also compute α values for volatilities of the 1000 most traded

U.S. stocks. The corresponding averages and standard deviations are α = 0.66±0.02

for the short scale regime (ℓ < ℓ∗), and α = 0.88 ± 0.06 for the long scale regime

(ℓ > ℓ∗). Both cases are similar to what we found for return intervals. Such behavior

suggests a common origin for the strong persistence of correlations in both volatility

and return interval records, and in fact the clustering in return intervals is related to

the known effect of volatility clustering [84]. Moreover, we draw the scatter plot for
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the dependence of α values for the two types of records, as shown in Fig. 5.6. We

can see a significant dependence for α in the long scale (open squares in Fig. 5.6).

However, α for the short scale (open circles) are crowded together so that there is no

strong tendency.
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Figure 5.6: Dependence of long-term correlations in the volatility and the return

interval (q = 2) time series. The results for two scale regimes are showed. As

indicated by the two linear fits on the symbols (dashed lines), the dependence is not

strong for the short scale but it is significant for the long scale. The weak relation for

short scale is related to the limited range of α values.

In conclusion, we find systematical relation between volatilities and return in-

tervals. Our results suggests that the long-term correlation in return intervals is

associated with that in volatilities.



Chapter 6

Models for Financial Fluctuations

To understand financial fluctuations and market dynamics, economists, physi-

cists, and mathematician have proposed many models and processes (for example,

see references in[1]). It is well known that returns only has short-term correlations

and volatilities has long-term correlations. To realize these features, we employ two

popular long-term memory models, FIGARCH [85] and fractional Brownian motion

(fBm) [86], to simulate returns and therefore volatilities and return intervals. Then

we compare the simulation to the empirical results, which will help us to understand

the nature of scaling and memory features in volatilities and return intervals. In addi-

tion, we propose a new method to forecast the price movement, based on the scaling

and memory features of return intervals that we have shown in previous chapters.

6.1 FIGARCH

Fractional integrated generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (FI-

GARCH) is a popular model for return simulation. It is derived from the well-

known autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) and generalized autore-

gressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) processes which are based on time-

dependent stochastic volatility [87, 88]. For a univariate discrete time series xt, we
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can express it as

xt = E(xt|Ωt−1) + ǫt, (6.1)

where t represents time, E(.) stands for expectation value, and E(. | .) denotes

expectation value conditional on information set Ωt−1 which is one time step earlier.

In Eq. (6.1), ǫt denotes the noise, which has zero mean, E(ǫt) = 0, and no time-

dependence, E(ǫt ǫs) = 0, for all t 6= s.

For Eq. (6.1), which is called the “mean equation”, the first question is how to

extract the influence of previous information Ωt−1 and count it in the prediction of xt.

This question has been studied and modeled in many ways. Here we use the classic

ARMA process, which employs two of the most famous specifications, Autoregressive

(AR) and Moving Average (MA). Thus xt follows,

Φ(L)(xt − µ) = Θ(L)ǫt, (6.2)

where L is the lag operator, µ ≡ E(xt), Φ(L) = 1 −
∑n

i=1 φiL
i and Θ(L) = 1 +

∑s
j=1 θjL

j are AR and MA coefficients respectively.

The second question of the mean equation is how to describe the noise item ǫt.

Following the classic ARCH(q) and GARCH(p, q) models [87, 88], ǫt is defined as

ǫt ≡ σt ηt, (6.3)

where ηt is an i.i.d. process with zero mean and unit variance (“Gaussian noise”),

and the conditional variance σ2
t has different expressions (“variance equation”) for

different ARCH-type models. In FIGARCH(p, d, q) model, the variance follows

φ(L)(1 − L)dǫ2t = ω + [1 − β(L)](ǫ2t − σ2
t ), (6.4)

which is introduced by Baillie, Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (denoted as BBM) [85].

Here α(L) =
∑q

i=1 αiL
i and β(L) =

∑p
j=1 βjL

j are ARCH and GARCH parameters,

φ(L) = [1 − α(L) − β(L)](1 − L)−1 is of order [max{p, q} − 1], and d ∈ [0, 1] is the

fractional differencing parameter.
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From Eq. (6.4), we can formulate the conditional variance σ2
t as

σ2
t = σ2 + λ(L)(ǫ2t − σ2) (6.5)

where σ2 is the unconditional variance of ǫt and λ(L) = 1− [1−β(L)]−1φ(L)(1−L)d.

Due to the fractional differencing operator (1−L)d, λ(L) is an infinite polynomial of

operator L, which, in practice, this summation has to be truncated. BBM suggested a

truncated length with 1000 lags. Meanwhile, Chung [89] proposed a slightly different

method for FIGARCH process. In Chung’s method, the ǫ2t in the left side of Eq.

(6.4) is replaced by ǫ2t −σ2, λ(L) is truncated at the size of the information set (t−1)

and the unobserved (ǫ2t − σ2) is initialized as 0. For our simulation, we use the BBM

method.

Compared to other ARCH/GARCH processes, a specific point for the FIGARCH

model is the fractional differencing operator (1 − L)d. This operator includes in the

information of many previous time steps and thus induces the long-term dependence

in the time series. The memory effect is affected by the value of parameter d. When

d increases, the effect will gradually vanish.

6.2 Fractional Brownian Motion

The second classic model we tested is fractional Brownian motion (fBm) [86],

which is a generalization of Brownian motion. fBm is a centered Gaussian process

with stationary increments, similar to the standard Brownian motion. However, the

increments of fBm are dependent, while they are independent for the standard Brow-

nian motion. The long-range dependence of the increments can be characterized by

the Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1), which is the only parameter to index a fBm process

BH(t). Correspondingly, the covariance of the fBm process follows,

E(BH(t)BH(s)) =
1

2
(t2H + s2H − |t− s|2H), (6.6)

where t and s represent certain times. Note that BH(t) reduces to a standard Brow-

nian motion when H = 1/2 (E(BH(t)BH(s)) = max(s, t)). For H > 1/2 (H < 1/2),
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the increments are positively (negatively) correlated. Another important feature for

the fBm process is the scaling invariance,

BH(c t) = cHBH(t) (6.7)

for all c > 0.

Since stock returns only have short-term correlations while volatilities have long-

term correlations, we simulate returns rt by

rt = eBH(t)−BH (t−1) ∗ ηt (6.8)

where ηt is a Gaussian noise.

6.3 Comparison between Empirical Data and Simulation

Now we try to simulate returns therefore volatilities and return intervals and

compare them with the empirical data. Without loss of generality, we choose the

S&P 500 index data (see description in Chapter 1) as the empirical data in the

following. The comparison between the empirical data and simulation records will

demonstrate two essential features of return intervals, the scaling of their distribution

and their size distribution of clusters that demonstrates the memory effect in the

return interval time series.

First we test FIGARCH model. From the description, numbers of AR, MA,

ARCH, and GARCH coefficients are flexible, thus FIGARCH more precisely is a

family of models with different numbers of coefficients. To find the best one from

this family, we employ the GARCH package [90] to compare all of them with the

empirical data and choose the one with maximum likelihood. For the S&P 500 index,

we find that the likelihood is maximized for the case of 1, 1, 1, 0 for the four numbers

of coefficients respectively. Therefore in total we have two control parameters, the

fractional differencing parameter d and the GARCH parameter β.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of scaling in scaled return interval distribution of empirical

records and two models: FIGARCH and fBm. (a) S&P 500. (b) FIGARCH simula-

tion with d = 0.33 and β = 0.15. (c) fBm simulation with H = 0.86. (d) conditional

distribution Pq(τ |τ0)〈τ〉 for both fBm simulation (represented by solid lines) and em-

pirical data. Clearly, we can see that fBm shows scaling in the distribution while

FIGARCH does not. In panel (d), the conditional distribution following two sub-

set, Q1 (filled symbols) which has the shortest octave of return intervals for τ0 and

Q8 (open symbols) which has the longest octave for τ0, are displayed. The distinct

discrepancy between the two octaves suggests that there is a significant short-term

memory in the time series. Note that the fBm process mimics the empirical data very

well.

By GARCH package [90], we find that d = 0.33 and β = 0.15 for S&P 500

index. We also simulate returns with d = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.8 and β = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and

0.4 and find that the case of d = 0.33 and β = 0.15 best mimic the empirical data.
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Then we derive volatilities and therefore return intervals from returns and test their

properties. As shown in Fig. 6.1(b), we plot the return interval distribution for

three typical thresholds, q = 2, 3, and 4. There are significant deviations from the

scaling for both small and large intervals, compared the distributions of S&P 500

[Fig. 6.1(a)]. This result manifests that FIGARCH does not show good scaling in the

distribution, which might be due to the stochastic nature of its volatility. Next we

test the size distribution of return interval clusters, which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2.

Both positive and negative clusters are tested. We can see that FIGARCH (diamonds

in Fig. 6.2) has a relative high probability for large clusters for both positive and

negative cases, suggesting the model captures the memory effects for both positive

and negative clusters. Their effects are slightly stronger than the empirical memory

(circles in Fig. 6.2).

Next we test the fBm process and reiterate the various results previously shown.

We employ the DFA method (see Appendix A) to extract the Hurst exponent H

(which is equal to the correlation exponent α) for the volatility time series. However,

we know the volatility has multiscaling in the long-term correlations [26]. To simplify

the simulation, we choose the average α over the entire time scale. By this way,

we get H = 0.86 for the S&P 500 index. Then we simulate returns and therefore

volatilities and return intervals. The distributions of return intervals are shown in

Fig. 6.1(c). Remarkably, all curves collapse onto a single curve, suggesting scaling

in the distribution. We can see the behavior in panel (c) of Figure 6.1 is very close

to that in in panel (a). Further, we also test the distribution conditional on first (Q1

and last octave Q8 (similar to Fig. 5.1) and plot them (curves in Fig. 6.1(d)) with

that of S&P 500 (symbols in Fig. 6.1(d)) in Fig. 6.1. The two cases match very

well. All these results suggesting that the fBm process mimics the empirical records

in their scaling behavior. We also test the size distribution of return interval clusters,

as shown by triangles in Fig. 6.2. Clearly, the distribution deviates from the shuffled

case (squares in Fig. 6.2), suggesting a significant memory in the simulated time
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series. The curves from fBm process are quite close to that of S&P 500 index (circles

in Fig. 6.2). They are only slightly smaller for both positive and negative clusters.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of cumulative distribution of cluster size for return intervals.

Distribution for both positive and negative clusters for four cases, the ironical S&P

500 index (circles), shuffled index (squares), simulation for FIGARCH (diamonds),

simulation from fBm (triangles), are plotted. The output of two models are very

close to that of S&P 500 index and significantly away for the shuffled data, which

suggests that the memory in the empirical data can be repeated by both FIGARCH

and fBm. Note that FIGARCH slightly overestimates the memory while fBm slightly

underestimates it.

In conclusion, we test two popular models, FIGARCH and fBm, for return inter-

vals. For the scaling in the distribution, we find that only fBm shows this behavior.

On the other hand, both models show significant memory effects. FIGARCH slightly
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overestimates the memory while fBm slightly underestimates it.

6.4 A New Method for Risk Estimation

In previous chapters we show many interesting features for returns, volatilities,

and return intervals. It is of great interests to see if we can use these features to

predict the price movement. Therefore we want to focus on a possible forecasting

method. In particular, the scaling and memory properties of the return interval time

series can be used for a new method of risk estimation [25]. The most common

indicator of risk in the financial world is Value-at-Risk (VAR), which is defined by

the risk at a “level of loss” Λ
−Λ
∫

−∞

P (r)dr = P ∗ , (6.9)

where P ∗ is the probability of loss and P (r) is the probability density function for

returns r(t).

We already analyzed return intervals between events, where the absolute value

of the return exceeds a threshold q. Now we focus on losses below −q in order to

estimate their risk. Since

〈τq〉 ≡
1

Nq

Nq
∑

i=1

τq(i), (6.10)

where
Nq
∑

i=1

τq(i) ≈ total number of returns , (6.11)

and

Nq + 1 = number of returns with r < −q , (6.12)

the average return interval 〈τq〉 can be related to the VAR via Eq. (6.9) with Λ = q,

τq
−1 =

∫ −q

−∞

P (r)dr =
number of returns r < −q
total number of returns

, (6.13)

which means that τ̄−1
q gives the loss probability for a risk level −q.
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In the following we use the additional memory information contained in the return

interval time series {τi} to improve the estimation of the risk level of loss −q. First,

we estimate the conditional mean return loss interval τ̄q(τ0) depending on the previous

return interval τ0. We also expect that, in analogy to Eq. (6.13)

1

〈τq(τ0)〉
=

∫ −q

−∞

P (r|τ0)dr . (6.14)

Here P (r|τ0) is the conditional probability that a return r will follow a return interval

τ0. The conditional mean return interval 〈τq(τ0)〉 should be a straight line in a double

logarithmic plot (see Fig. 5.2), so that

log

(

〈τq(τ0)〉
〈τq〉

)

∝ log

(

τ0
〈τq〉

)

. (6.15)

Furthermore, 〈τq〉−1 scales like a certain power of q, 〈τq〉 ∼ qψ (e.g., ψ = 3.3 for IBM).

Thus, the scaling properties of the return interval time series enable us to estimate

〈τq(τ0)〉 also for large values of q. The memory in the return intervals as shown in

Fig. 5.2 gives us a more accurate estimation of the probability for a loss P ∗ in Eq.

(6.9). Since the condition τ0 changes every day, the risk level for the next day also

changes according to the conditional mean 〈τq(τ0)〉, which can be estimated with this

method.



Appendix A

Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)

It is well known that financial time series are usually non-stationary. In such

cases, the conventional methods for correlations such as auto-correlation and spectral

analysis have spurious effects. To avoid the artifact correlations arising from non-

stationarity, we employ the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) method [91–94].

This method is based on the idea that a correlated time series can be mapped to

a self-similar process by integration. Therefore, measuring the self-similar feature

can indirectly tell us information about the correlation properties. The advantages

of DFA over conventional methods are that it permits the detection of long-range

correlations embedded in a non-stationary time series, and also avoids the spurious

detection of apparent long-range correlations that are an artifact of non-stationarities.

This method has been validated on control time series that consist of long-range

correlations with the superposition of a non-stationary external trend [91].

As shown in Fig. A.1, the DFA method has following steps:

• (i) integrate the given time series x(t) with N data points into a new time series

y(t) (as shown in Fig. A.1(a) and (b)),

y(t) ≡
t
∑

t′=1

x(t′). (A.1)

• (ii) divide the integrated time series y(t) into windows of equal length ℓ. In each
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box, a least squares line is fit to the data (representing the local trend in that

window, as shown in Fig. A.1). The y coordinate of the straight line segments

is denoted by y′(t).

• (iii) de-trend the integrated time series, y(t), by subtracting the local trend,

y′(t), in each window, then calculate the root-mean-square fluctuation F of this

integrated and detrended time series

F (ℓ) =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

t′=1

[y(t′) − yt(t′)]2. (A.2)

• (iv) fit the fluctuation function F (ℓ) with the following scaling function,

F (ℓ) ∼ ℓα, (A.3)

and obtain the exponent α, which reflects correlations in the x(t) time series.

Therefore we call α the correlation exponent.

The α exponent can also be viewed as an indicator of the “roughness” of the

original time series: the larger the value of α, the smoother the time series. For

different kinds of correlations in a time series, the correlation exponent α has different

values. To better understand this relationship, we also relate it to the direct method

of measuring correlations, the auto-correlation function [Eq. (1.4)]. However, the

ACF has some difficulties to estimate correlations: (i) ACF assumes stationarity of

the time series. This criterion is not usually satisfied by real-world data. (ii) ACF

is sensitive to the true average value, 〈x(t)〉, of the time series, which is difficult to

calculate reliably in many cases. Thus ACF can sometimes provide only a qualitative

estimation [61].
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Figure A.1: Illustration of DFA method. (a) is the original time series x(t), (b) is

the integrated time series y(t), (c) is the fluctuation function F (ℓ) vs. window size ℓ.

For a given time series x(t), we integrate it to time series y(t) as Eq. (A.1). Then we

divide the entire time scale into many windows with equal-size d, as demonstrated

by vertical dot lines in panel (b). After this we fit the curve locally in each window,

as shown by dash lines (for example, here we use linear fit). Those fits consist of the

local trends y′(t). Then we accumulate the squares of the difference between y(t) and

y′(t) over the whole range and get the fluctuation function as described in Eq. (A.2).

The last step is the power-law fitting of F (ℓ) vs. ℓ to obtain the correlation exponent

α, as displayed in panel (c).

Now we summarize several correlation types of time series and the corresponding

α and γ values.

• (i) White noise.
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For this case, the value at one instant is completely uncorrelated with any

previous values. The integrated time series, y(t), corresponds to a random walk

and therefore α = 0.5, as expected from the central limit theorem [95–97].

Correspondingly, C(t) = 0 for any t 6= 0.

• (ii) Short-term correlated time series.

Many natural phenomena are characterized by short-term correlations with a

characteristic time scale, τ , and their ACF decays exponentially, [i.e., C(t) ∼
exp(−t/τ)]. The initial slope of logF (ℓ) vs. log ℓ may be different from 0.5,

nonetheless the asymptotic behavior for large window sizes ℓ with α = 0.5 would

be unchanged from the purely random case.

• (iii) Long-term correlated time series.

0.5 < α < 1 indicates persistent long-range power-law correlations, i.e., C(t) ∼
t−γ. The relation between α and γ is

γ = 2 − 2α . (A.4)

• (iv) Long-term anti-correlated time series.

When 0 < α < 0.5, power-law anti-correlations are present such that large

values are more likely to be followed by small values and vice versa [61].

• (v) Out of range.

When α > 1, correlations exist but cease to be of a power-law form.



Appendix B

Power-Law Fitting

In this dissertation we have performed many fittings on various data sets, espe-

cially power-law fittings which mainly includes two cases, the fit on the (cumulative)

distribution tail and the power-law scaling function. Two classic methods, least-

squares fitting and maximum likelihood estimator, are employed. Now we describe

and discuss these two methods. We also explain a classic way, Kolmogorov-Smirnov

Statistic, to test the goodness-of-fit. Note that both methods, the least-squares fit-

ting and maximum likelihood estimator, can also be applied to fittings other than the

power-law.

B.1 Least-Squares Fitting

For a power-law function with scaling parameter ζ ,

y(x) ∼ xζ , (B.1)

the most common approach is to reduce it to a linear equation,

y′ = ζ x′ + c, (B.2)

then fit it by least-squares linear regression. Here y′ = ln(y), x′ = ln(x), and intercept

c is a constant. Residuals, the sum of squares of differences between the empirical
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values y′ and fitting values ζ x′ + c, are used to test the goodness of the least-squares

fitting. When the residuals,

R2 ≡
N
∑

i=1

(y′ − ζ x′ + c)2, (B.3)

reaches the minimum, we find the best fit. Therefore, setting ∂R2/∂ζ = 0 and

∂R2/∂c = 0, solving for ζ , we have the estimated scaling parameter

ζ̂ =
〈y′〉 〈x′2〉 − 〈x′〉 〈x′ y′〉

σ2(x′)
. (B.4)

Although least-squares fitting appears very frequently in the literature, it has some

bias. For example, linear regression assumes a normal distribution for the errors, and

thus errors for the power-law fitting should follow a log-normal distribution, which

violates the central limit theorem (for more details, see Ref. [72]). To avoid these

problems, we only employ least-squares fitting for the cases that the data points are

limited and are almost uniformly (in log-log scale) distributed in the entire scale, such

as the DFA fluctuation function.

B.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimator

The tail distribution, a key issue in this dissertation, accounts for large fluctuations

and events which are very important for risk analysis. It is usually characterized by

a power law, i.e. the probability density function

P (x) =
ζ − 1

xmin

(

x

xmin

)−ζ

, (B.5)

where ζ is the scaling parameter (called “tail exponent” for the tail distribution) and

xmin is the minimum value at which power-law behavior holds. Due to the bias of

the least-squares fitting, we employ another wide-used method, maximum likelihood

estimator (MLE), a.k.a Hill estimator [71, 72, 98], to estimate the tail exponent. To

simplify the expression, we assume that the distribution of variable x is continuous

in the following. For a discrete distribution, the result is similar [72].
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Given a data set containing N observations xi ≥ xmin, we would like to know the

value of ζ for the power-law model that is most likely to have generated our data.

The probability that the data were drawn from the model is proportional to

P (x | ζ) =
N
∏

i=1

ζ − 1

xmin

(

xi
xmin

)−ζ

. (B.6)

This probability is called the likelihood of the data given the model. The data are most

likely to have been generated by the model with scaling parameter ζ that maximizes

this function. Actually we work with L, the logarithm of likelihood, which has its

maximum in the same position,

L = lnP (x | ζ) = ln

N
∏

i=1

ζ − 1

xmin

(

xi
xmin

)−ζ

=
N
∑

i=1

[

ln(ζ − 1) − ln xmin − ζ ln
xi
xmin

]

= N ln(ζ − 1) −N ln xmin − ζ
N
∑

i=1

ln
xi
xmin

. (B.7)

Setting ∂L/∂ζ = 0 and solving for ζ , we obtain the MLE for the scaling parameter:

ζ̂ = 1 +N

[

n
∑

i=1

ln
xi
xmin

]−1

. (B.8)

B.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic

Though the tail distribution is usually found to be power-law, there is some proba-

bility for other distributions. Therefore we need to test the goodness-of-fit for power-

law or other fittings. A classic method is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic

D [99, 100], which is the maximum absolute difference between the cumulative dis-

tribution of the measured distribution P (x) and that of the fit S(x) (or measured

distribution of another data set), i.e.,

D ≡ max(|P (x) − S(x)|), (B.9)
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for all values in the tail. We can see that KS statistic does not assume any distribution

for the data set, which is an important advantage compared to many other statistics.

When the statistic D is larger than a certain value, which is called the critical value

(CV ), the null hypothesis that the distribution follows a power law is rejected. The

CV is determined by the significance level and data size N , which can be found is

a statistics book. In this dissertation we choose a significance level of 1% and the

corresponding CV = 1.63/
√
N .
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